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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
g

B. HORNING, M. B.,

Ji

W. SCHEUREN’S

Practising Physician,

SHAVING PARLOR,

OODDEGEVII.I.E, Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Honrs nntll 9 a. m.

COLLEGEVILVE, PA.

Y. WEBER, M.

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Honrs: Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phono No. IT.

te&~ Second Poor Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

JJE SR V BOWER,

Veterinary Surgeon,
COLLEGEYILLE, PA.

A. KRUSEN, n .
NORRISTOWN, PA.
OFFICE ROOMS : THIRTY, THIRTY-TWO
AND THIRTY-FOUR BOYER ARCADE.
H ours, 8 to 9
2 to 8
7 to 9

T el eph o n e s , Bell 716-d
K eystone 307
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

S. P. CORNISH,

DENTIST,
OODLEGlEVIDDE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Ga*
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Boll ’Phone, 27Y.

D

iR. FRANK BRANPRKTH,
(Successor to Dr. Okas, Kyckman.)

Bell ’Phone 23 x.

Real Estate Bought, Sold
and Exchanged.

Stats agi M s BoiM ani Soil
INSURANCE EFFECTED.
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P, O. Box 467,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

BCR- HOUSEKEEPERS

will find it to their advantage t o inspeet my stock of COOK STOVES,
. DENTIST,
RANGES, and PARlOR HEATERS.
I
handle none but the best and study to
ROYERS FORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
please my patrons. Every stove, range
honest prices.
and heater is guaranteed and must give
entire satisfaction.
AVNE R . IiO N G S T R E T H
SPECIAL ATTENTION given to tin
roofing, spouting, and all .kinds of repair
ing in tinsmith work. Milk cans sold arid
Attorney-at- Law,
repaired.
l
Your patronage will be appreciated.
And Notary Public.
No. 712 Croser Build

M

ing, 1420 Chestnut SL, Phlla., Pa.
Dong Distance Telephone. House No. 6*28.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

F. C. P O L E Y ,

JJA R V E Y LSH O M O ,

EYES

Attorney-at- Law,
821 SWEDE STR EET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
Both ’Phones,

er; then be would switch off on a tan
gent that had nothing more to do with
American independence than the orbit
of Venus has to do with the rings of
Saturn. After some minutes’ running
on the switch he would somersault
back on to the main line by pausing
suddenly and saying, “But I digress.”
The’ description? Well, the colonel
was a tall, thin man, wearing a tall,
thin suit and a tali,'thin linen duster.
He wore also a tall plug hat such, as
Abraham .Lincoln used to wear. He
wore tall boots.' shined to a shimmer
for the occasion. He wore a low Cut
vest, the" only low down thing about
this tall, upright orator. His white
shirt, front gleamed in the sunshine
th at filtered through the lacy verdures
overhead and helped to raise the tem

LIMERICK SQUARE, FA.
CAREFULLY

LENSES
EXPERT

EXAMINED

ACCURATELY
FRAME

GROUND

ADJUSTING

A. B. PARKER
O p to m e tris t

perature to 99 in the shade. The
Fourth of July was always a hot day
in those
g
But, for all thal, we are not going
back on the colonel. We loved him,
and we love him yet. Would that we
might go to the picnic this year and
renew the thrill. Verily, one hour of
the old time Fourth of July oratory
were better than a cycle of Cathay
or even an automobile. Farewell.' fond^
and foolish .old time patriot—farewell!
Orators of this, day are mere thinking
machines, but thou wert the original
and only successful flying machine,
and thou flewest so high that a t last
thou a rt lost in the ultimate cerulean.
Farewell! So long!

2 I O DeKalb S i r e d NORRISTOWN. PA.

T J E R B E R T IJ. M O O R E,

Attorney-at-Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
306 Swede s L Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone’Phones.

JOSEPH 8. KRATZ,

Attorney-at- Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

o.

L. EVANS,

Attorney-at- Law,

328 SWEDE “STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

IJIHOMAS HALLMAN,

Attorney-at- Law,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
At my residence, next door to National Bank,
Collegevllte. every evening.
1-26.

J

THE ORATOR
OF LORO >00
ERHAPS he still flourishes In
some spots. Flourishes is the
word we must use, for we are
talking aboyt the old time
Fourth of July orator. You remember
him. He flourished about twenty-five
years ago, when you were a boy or a
girl, begging pardon for thus Indicat
ing your age if you happen to be a
woman.
We can see him yet if we but shut
our eyes to this vain modern world
and look inward and backward down
the darkening vista of memory. We
can hear him yet without corking our
ears with the same Inward and back
ward Intention, for what tympanum
th at ever tingled, what auricular
chamber th at ever echoed, with the sky
high eloquence of th at matchless De
mosthenes can quite lose the impres-

P

STROUP WEBER,

Attorney-at- Law,
No. 6 EAST AIRY ST., NORRISTOWN.
Gan be consulted every evening a t his rest11-26
dence in Evansburg. Both ’phones.

S. G. FINKB1NER,
u .

Real Estate and Insurance,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.

JOHN J. RAOCLIFF,

*MY ESTEEMED FELLO W CITIZENS.’*

sions thus imprinted? Nay, they are
recorded there like phonograph rec
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COL- ords on a disk, to be reeled off a t wllL
LEGEVILLE, PA. Contracts taken and good
But let us, for the benefit of the
work and material guaranteed. Full line wall
younger reader, describe the old time
paper and paint for sale.
Fourth of July orator. He was in
variably the big man of our county
~px S. POLEY,
or maybe of the next county. Almost
Invariably he was a lawyer, but occa
he was merely a judge. Let
Contractor and Builder, sionally
it be understood th at it is not neces
sary for a man carrying the title of
TRAPPE) PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction, "Judge” to be a lawyer. Not infre
quently he was both a lawyer and a
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5*28
colonel, and in th at ease we knew
w hat to expect and primed ourselves
jp s. Koosrs,
for the thrill.
But we started out to describe the
SCHWENKSVELDE, PA..
Fourth of July orator, and we have
Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey digressed. We digressed purposely,
Stent, etc. Estimates furnished, work con for that is just what the orator of the
tracted at lowest prices.
lloet
day used to do. He would get a
swinging start, lambast the atmos
phere, pump vocal pyrotechnics into the
T?D W A R D D A V ID ,
^
P a in ter and
cerulean, orate, rotate and gyrate about
ten minutes concerning the immortal
Paper-Hanger,
George, the glorious Declaration, the
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. A9- §amplee of paper battle of Bunker Hill and Patrick Henrw*« demand for one .thing .or jthe oth
always on hand.

Painter and Paper Hanger

H is P ro test.

The boy held the "firecracker to o long.
When it shattered itself it burned his
thumb.
He howled with pain and thrust the
wounded member into his mouth.
"We are getting too much govern
ment in this country,” he presently
cried. “That order to squelch the pre
mature fireworks has put me all out
of practice.”
And he looked long and tenderly at
his blistered thumb.
•T here’s a falling off in trade,”
Said the genial undertaker
To the funeral director
And the sexton, leaning near upon his
spade,
"B ut be hopeful. In good cheer,
' F or the glorious F ourth Is near,
And ’tls then are our biggest innings
made.”
—Indianapolis News.

THE ALL SILENT
It

It

ever you hear
of Miss Polly
Shannon,
Who nearly ffoes
mad a t thesigiit
of a cannon?
J ust outsideof Bris
tol she lives all
alone
And h asn 't so much
as a cat of her
own.
While dreading the
thought of the
F ourth of July
She said to herself,
“I shall certain
ly fly!”
Then suddenly there popped in her head
the way
(dost serenely to spend our national day.
At evening she plugged all the keyholes
with wax
And over each window hung blankets
from ta c k s;
Then, filling her ears full of pink cotton
hatting, r'’
She tied op her nightcap, all ruffles and
tatting,.
And said to herself, "Now, we'll see if
th a t cannon .
At four in the morning will rouse Polly
Shannon!”
The mayor of Bristol, however, w as sick,
And even so lo w ,as to mind the clock’s
tick.
And therefore th e council made haste to

pro^aim

By m eans of g reat posters, in letters of
flame:

* * VV*
“BECAUSE OF H IS HONOR, THE
« MAYOR’S CONDITION,
Pronounced very critical by the physi
cian'.
Tomorrow no cracker, gun, cannon or
pistol
Shall once be shot off In the city of
Bristol.
Police are instructed and will without
fail
Most promptly, rem and all offenders to
JaiL”

ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
Ju s t think, of th e grief of those poor Bris
tol hoys
When reading this placard which vetoed
their Joys!
B ut Polly slept sweetly, for no thunder
ous /p a r
Of cannon terrific awoke her a t four.
'T w as late when she rose, w ith supreme

s a tis ia c u o n ,

Preparing herself for a day of inaction,
F or how could she work—the house dark
as a pocket ■
And mercury going w ay up like a. rocket?
B ut when perspiration m eant peace and
protection
She felt she could, stand it with little ob
jection. •
So all day long in the darkness and heat
She sweltered and worried, while outside
the sweet.
Ripe fragranc^ of summer pervaded the
air.
.The birds gave their concerts, all nature
was fair,
While never a gun, a torpedo nor pistol
The ghost of a sound woke in solemn old
Bristol.

WASHINGTON LETTER. stroyed. If, therefore, the Bureau
From Our Regular Correspondent.

Washington D. C., June24,1909.—
At the conference at the White
House on Tuesday evening, com
posed of the President, Secretary
P. C. Knox, the Attorney General,
Senator Root, Speaker Cannon,
Representative Payne, Representa
tive Dwight, the Republican whip,
and the Republican members of tbe
o e O-"*"— ""*'11*1'- . m«...............» i.« «Q Finance Committee of ’the Senate,
MAKING ROMAN CANDLES. was considered tbe amendmenttothe
tariff bill, now -popularly known as
Indispensable A djuncts* to a Proper
the corporation tax, and it met with
F ourth of July.
In America the manufacture of fire the cordial and unanimous approval
works has become almost a fine art. of all present at jibe conference.
and no doubt the youth of our country The principal features of the
could find this sort of expression for amendment bad been decided on at
their patriotic enthusiasm on the the conference on Monday night,
Fourth of July without drawing on the and only a few slight changes were
products of . foreign ingenuity.
A needed to perfect the draft. In
glance at the catalogue of any one of brief, it provides that the tax qf two
the twelve or fifteen large firms en
per cent on the net earnings ap
gaged in making fireworks in this
country discloses almost endless lists plies to all corporations,'' each of
which is required to submit a com
of devices.
Every one knows what a Roman plete statement of its gross and net
candle is, but few know how this in earnings, interest due on bonds,
dispensable adjunct of a Fourth of etc., except that the first $5,000 of
Ju ly ‘celebration is bade. F irst'o f all such net earnings shall be exempt
in the making comes the pasteboard
cylinder, which is plugged up a t one from taxqtio.n. Corporations will
end with clay. After the clay comes be allowed to deduct from their
a small charge of powder. Then a net earnings funds sufficient to pay
“star” is pushed down tight on the the interest on bonds not in excess
powder, and charges of powder and
stars alternate until the cylinder is of their capital stock, except that
filled. Then a fuse is attached which . this does not apply to debenture
communicates with the powder near or income bonds, or to bonds into
est the top of the cylinder, which, which the capital stock obviously
when it is exploded, sends its star has been converted. National and
sailing upward.
A .fuse running
through the candle connects other State banks are subject to the tax,
charges of powder w ith’Uhe first and except that in the case of national
explodes them one at a time, each one banks there shall be deducted from
shooting out the star which is next the income tax they are required to
above it.
The stars are made of chemical mix pay, such amount as they have al
tures, which vary with the colors' ready paid as taxes on their circu
which are produced. A red star is lation. The secretary of the Treas
sometimes made by mixing four parts ury is empowered to order an in
of dry nitrate of strontia and fifteen vestigation into the affairs of any
parts of pulverized gunpowder. Cop
per filings change the color to green. corporation which is suspected of
Rosin, salt and a small quantity of any attempt to evade the tax. A.11
amber make it yellow. Small particles returns made by corporations must
of zinc Change it to blue, and another show, of course, the gross and net
and perhaps better red can be made by
using a mixture of lampblack and earnings of the corporation, and
any interest due on bonds, and
niter.
must be sworn to. The corpora
The Fourth In the Suburbs.
tion tax will become effective im
“Well, old man, did yon have a
Fourth of July celebration out a t Lone- mediately and there will be no time
limitation as was proposed some
liYllle?”
“Yes; we had a great day of it.”
time ago.
“What did you d o ? ’
President Taft expressed to his
“Well, the cook read the Declaration
conferees the utmost gratitude at
of Independence in the morning.”
“Fine!”
their cordial support and his
“My wife blew up the waitress at pleasure at their confident pre
breakfast.”
dictions that the corporation tax
“Bully 1”
“The waitress went up in the air would be adopted by a practically
after breakfast”
unanimous Republican vote in both
“Immense!”
houses. Speaker Cannon and Rep
“We fired the laundress at noon.”
resentative Payne were as loud in
“G reat?’
“The chauffeur got loaded and went their praises of the President’s
proposition as any member of the
off with a loud report after lunch.”
“Glorious!”
Senate, and all were positive that
“The coachman got full and treated no- serious obstacle to the adoption
us to a barn fire in the evening. I’m
of the amendment would be pre
trying to collect the insurance now.”
sented. The work of the Attorney
“Splendid!”
“But that wasn’t all. Two bams General, who drew up the draft, re
loaded with highballs broke into the ceived the highest praise. He is
house that night and got away with
all the silver. Oh, yes, old man. there’s regarded as a lawyer of command
nothing slow about Loneliville when ing ability and the indorsement of
It comes down to patriotism!”—Judge.
his proposition by so large a num
ber of able lawyers is held by the
Building Up a Speech.
Senate leaders to remove all possi
Before making a speech Charles bility of doubt as to the consti
Dickens would decide on his various
tutionality of the measure.
heads aDd then in his mind’s eye liken
It is not expected that the special
the whole subject to the tire of a cart
wheel, he being the hub. From the agents of the Department of Com
hub to tbe ” re he would run as many merce and Labor will be used to
spokes as there were subjects to be
treated, and during tbe progress of the conduct the proposed investigations
speech he would deal With each spoke into the operations and finances of
separately, elaborating them as he the corporations. Their ability to
went round the wheel, and when all do so is not questioned, but it is
tbe spokes dropped out one by one and
nothing but the tire and space remain considered questionable if it would
ed he wonld know th at he had accom be good policy. It was the purpose
plished his task and th a t his speech of Congress in creating the Bureau
was a t an end.
of Corporations to make it an instru
ment for the procuration . of facts
Doing It.
Old Lady (to grocer’s boy?—Don’t not otherwise obtainable by the
you know th at It is very rude to whis government, and these facts were
tle when dealing with a lady?
to be secured under pledge of abso
Boy—That’s what the guv*nor told lute confidence. Congress preclud
me to do, mum.
ed itself even from demanding this
“ Told you to whistle?*
“Y-es’m. He said if we ever sold yon information, which it provided
anything we’d have to whistle for the should be made public only, in the
money.”—London Fun.
discretion of the Ghief Executive.
Were the agents of the bureau to
Running Conversation.
Collector (angrily)—You know very undertake the role of detective and
well, sir, th at this bill has been run seek to procure facts to be made the
ning several years. Now, I put It up basis of prosecutions by other de
to you, what do you want me to do partments of the government their
with it? Debtor—By George, I’d enter
It in tbe next Marathon race If I were confidential relations with the cor
porations would be obviously de
you!—Puck.

of Corporations has any reason for
being, in accordance with the orig
inal design of Congress, it will be
practically impossible to use its
agents as investigators under the
Bureau ’of Internal Revenue in en
forcing the proposed law.
In spite ef the consuming interest
felt in the successful drafting of a
corporation tax amendment to the
tariff bill, President Taft and his
advisers are taking great interest
in the flights at Fort Meyer to be
made the latter part of this week by
the Wright aeroplane. Orville and
Wilbur Wright are now at the Fort
busily assembling their aeroplane
and judging by its present condi
tion the first flight can be made on
Thursday. In this test two govern
ment requirements are to be met.
The machine has to makeaminimum
speed of thirty-six miles an hour
over a measured .course and must
remain aloft with two men for an
hour. The oontract price of tbe
machine is $25,000 if it maintains a
speed of forty miles an hour. For
every mile under this down to
thirty-six miles a deduction of ten
per cent, is to be made, and there is
to be a corresponding bonus for
each mile in excess of forty and up
to forty-four miles. In this the
speed trial is similar to that of a
battleship. The machine Orville
Wright will use to complete the
government test is new, with the
exception of the motor, which is the
same one used in the machine
wrecked last year.
THE LUNATIC’S THOUGHT.

The chaplain of a large private
asylum in Yorkshire, England, re
cently asked a brother clergyman
to preach to the inmates on a Sun
day morning during his absence.
He said to him: “Preach them a
good sermon, for though insaue on
some points they are very intelli
gent.” The preacher talked to them
of Africa and India and of heathen
mothers who threw their babes into
the 'sacred River Canges as offer
ings to the gods. Tears streamed
down the face of one listener. When
asked by the clergyman afterward
what part of the sermon bad af
fected him the lunatic replied:
“Sir, I was thinking it was a pity
your mother didn’t throw you into
the Ganges.”
SPID ER LIVING IN THE SEA.
I d a French scientific periodical M.

Louis Fage describes a new species
of marine spider. It has been
found among calcareous sea-weed
on the Mediterranean shoo. Like
our own water-spider, it can carry
under water with it a bubble of air.
It lives in the burrows of rock bor
ing shells, or in the empty shells of
other species. By spinning numer
ous threads across the mouth, it
keep the water out of its submarine
abode. It can creep about the bot
tom, but has to keep a firm hold to
prevent the shell from rising to the
surface. Small flies and mites prob
ably serve it for food.
HAVE SE N SE OF DIRECTION.

Bees return to their hives in a
direct jjne when they have been car
ried away and liberated, up to two
miles. This has been supposed to
be due either to the sense of sight
or of smell, but the experiments of
Gaston Bonnier have proven that
neither sight nor smell can serve
the purpose and that bees have a
special,“ sense of direction.” This
sense is not in the antennee.
COLLEGE WOMAN TO INVESTI
GATE.

Mrs. Maud Wood Park, of Boston,
founder of the College Equal Suff
rage League, has just sailed from
San Francisco for the Orient. She
will spend two years in studying
the position of women in various
foreign countries. After visiting
China, Japan, and otljer eastern
countries, she will go to New Zea
land, thence to Europe and England.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
^ THE INDEPENDENT

—Bright minds come through Evening Service in High School
frequent use of the mental macbin
Beginning with next Sunday
ery.—Florida times-Union.
evening there will be evening ser
—Reading manufacturers are vices and an address by Rev. F.
shipping daily from 15 to 17 cars of S. Ballentine in the CollegeviUe
ice to other cities, some going a dis High School building. The sub
ject of the address will be “ Who
tance of 150 miles.
and.What is a Christian.”
—Berks county farmers expect
the biggest crop of potatoes in the
Cows Killed by Lightning.
history of the county, according to
Three valuable cows belonging to
reports.
Samuel Buck waiter, of Charles
-Horse sense is that quality in town township, Chester county,
a young man which inhibits him were killed by lightning Sunday
from making an ass of himself.1^ afternoon during the severe storm.
Dallas News.
The cows were standing in a field
-D. B. Hotter, of Reading, who on the Buck waiter farm near Pick
owns a 200-acre farm in Lebanon ering, when the bolt seemed to
county, expects to raise 10,000 strike the tree and the cows fell
bushels, of potatoes this year from a over dead. The tree was uninjured.
39-acre plot.

The Airdome.

A. Sablosky’s Airdome, this bororugh, is about completed and will
be opened on Monday next. The
building is large, admirably de
signed, and well constructed,. It is
the intention of the management to
give only first-class performances.
See adver., 3d page.

Vaudeville Show s.

Aged Bridegroom Held in Check.

Laurenzo and Maurer will give
In accordance with the finding of
TERMS — $1.00 PER YEAR
vaudeville shows on the meadows a jury Andrew J. Fisher, the aged,
::
IN ADVANCE.
near Perkiomen
Bridge this eccentric and wealthy resident of
Thursday afternoon and evening, Chestnut Hill, this county, “is un
Thursday, July 1, ’09.
2 and 8 p. m. There will be slight- able, owing to insanity or weakness
of-hand performances, lots of circus of miod, to take care of his propCHURCH SERVICES.
and vaudeville acts, and good band ety. ’ In this case the children of
and orchestra music. The manage Fisher took action to have a guard
St. James’ Church,. Lower Providence, Kev.
J '. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
ment announces that every perfor ian appointed for his $20,000 propsermon, 10.80. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
mance will be in good taste and re erty, and this action was begun
Free Library.
ning service find sermon, 8. Holy Com
fined.
Admission 20 and 10 cents. shortly after his marriage to a
munion, First Sunday in the month. AH are
The Worcester Alumni Associa
cordiaUy invited and welcome.
tion has procured a -free public
woman aged 27, he being 72 years
Trinity Reformed Church, Uollegevllle, Rev.
Bridge C ontracts.
State library for the use of the pub
of age. As the finding of the jury
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
lic. It consists of fifty volumes
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
The County Commissioners, last declares that he is incapacitated,
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior.C.
and includes books on agriculture, week opened proposals for making his children by his first wife will
E. at 7 p. m.
in regard to country homes, elec repairs to two bridges in the inherit his property jointly with
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
tricity, history, poetry, fiction, etc. county. For replanking the bridge his widow.
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
The library has been placed in the over the Schuylkill at Port Kennedy
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
Centre Point store.
the bidders were: George Hallman,
Mad Dog S care a t Ironbridge.
Phoenixville, $1300; Walter Derr,
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta
A valuable shepherd dog owned
C em ent Walks.
tion, Rev. G. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Norristown, $1501; E. B. Place! by D. M. Hunsicker, of Ironbridge,
Death.
-Stepping from the rear of a hay
Service8--10.30 a. m .; 8.30 p. m. Sunday School
Messrs. Hallman and Jones, of
Samuel C. Heyser died at his $1995.98; H. T. Hunsicker, Iron- showed evidence of rabies Monday
—2.15 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings. wagon after releasing the brake,
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the Keneth Miller, of Douglassville, Upper Providence have placed sub residence, Eagleville, on Sunday bridge, $1545; James M. Smith, afternoon
and rapidly traveled
parish, wlU be pleased to receive calls for visi
was struck by on automobile and stantial cement walks in front of A. afternoon, aged 73 years. He leaves Sumneytown, $1497. For repairing through the vicinity. The news
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
T. Allebach’s double house, Main a widow and three sons—William of the masonry of the Graterford spread and in a short time the en
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. sustained a compound fracture of
street,
and in front of Dr. E. A. Trooper, Theodore and Andrew of bridge the bids were: O. Schwenk, tire neighborhood was greatly
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School the leg.
Kruseo’s property on Fifth ave Eagleville. Funeral on Thursday, $2125; James M. Smith, $989: Wil- alarmed. Several times the dog
at 8.45 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m.
—Falling down a flight of steps nue east, this borough. Dr.
Junior Endeavor prayer meeting at 2 p. m.
July 1. All services in the Lower auer & Co., $2385.
was seen, but upon each occasion it
Y. P. S. O. E. prayer meeting at 6.45 p,. m. while hurraing to catch a trolley
Bowers is placing cement, walks at Providence Presbyterian church at
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening
disappeared before a shot could be
car,
former
Senator
Harry
D.
Saylor
at 8 o’clock. All are most cordially invitOd to
his double bouses. Jacob Sterner 2.30 p. m.; undertaker J. L. Bech
Death C aused by Sw im m ing
fired. During Monday night, resi
of Pottstown, was so badly shocked is doing the work.
attend the services.
tel
in
charge.
When O verheated.
dents
of the vicinity bunted the
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit, and bruised that he was taken home
Taking a swim when he was over rabid canine. Finally near day
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Trappe—Preaching in a carriage.
Identified.
at 2.30 p. m .; prayer meeting at 10 a. m. Lim
Trinity Church N otes.
heated was the cause of tb^ death break, they came upon its trail and
erick—Preaching at 7.45 p. m.; Sunday School
•Bent nails have caused-plentyof
The
man
found
dead near Centre
Holy communion will be held in Monday morning of George M. Hart the animal was killed. Whether
at 9 a. mi.; C. E. at 7.80 p. m.
punctures of automobile tires at Square on Sunday morning has
Trinity Reformed church, this line, of Pottstown. The young man the dog succeeded in biting any
Centre Square the past few days, been identified as James White.
borough, next Sunday, July 4, at 10 a few days ago went over to the other animals is not as yet known,
Passenger trains leave CollegeviUe for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun and the Norristown Automobile Until recently he was employed on a. m. Preparatory service on Fri canal and when in an overheated but the owners of dogs are keeping a
days—7.11 a. m., 6.88 p. m. For Allentown: Club is trying to ascertain the mis
the farm of Phillip H. Brunner. Qn day evening, July 2, at 7.30.
7.45, 11.02 a. m., 2.27, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
condition jumped into the cool close watch upon them. At the
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
creant who put them in the road.
Saturday evening White spent some
The quarterly meeting of the Con water. When he returned home he first signs of rabies the dogs will
time at the residence of Harry Mumsistory will be held Thursday even complained of violent pains in his be killed. So far as can be learned
bower.
He
had
been
drinking
but
Price
of
Milk
for
July.
head, especially about the eyes. no person# were bitten by Mr.
Home and Abroad.
ing, July 1.
The young man was suffering with Hunsicker’s dog.
The Executive Committee of the was not intoxicated. A quart bot
Rev. Calvin D. Yost, ^>f this
Philadelphia Milk Shippers’ Union tle of whisky was found in his borough supplied the pulpit in inflammation of thepptic nerves and
—Hot
Baseball.
brain. He suffered intense pain.
has fixed the wholesale price of pocket.
Trinity church last Sunday morn
1 J —Hotter
Deceased
was
twenty
years
of
age,
milk for July at 4 cents per quart.
The opening game of the season
ing.
Boy’s Life Sffved by W om an.
and a son of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. for the CollegeviUe A. C., Saturday,
—Hottest,
Hartline.
Herbert Wilson, a 12-year-old son
resulted disastrously for that
Additional Trains.
W edding Beils.
—And more than hot enough the
of Richard Wilson, had one of his
aggregation.
So unfortunate, in
Last Saturday an additional train eyes nearly blown out and sustained
past week for
Saturday, June 26, at 2.30 p. m., M other H as Peculiar and Dangerous deed, was the outcome that it is
was placed on the Perkiomen rail
—Even lovers of heat and “ the road, leaving Philadelphia at 2.04 other injuries by the explosion of a Mr. John Henry Freed son of Mr.
problematical whether there will
Experience.
bottle of powder which he found, and Mrs. A. C. Freed, and secre
good old summer time.” •
Mrs. Frank F. Hurber, wife of be any more games this season,
p. m,, and on Sunday at 9 a. m., re Saturday, at Pottstown. His cloth tary of the Freed Heater Co., and
with the odds against it. The in
—Moonlight nights, mosquitoes, turning at 7.40 in the evening.
Miss Ella Pearl-Simmers, daughter the teller of the Farmers’ National itial contest was with the Ideal F.
ing
was
set
on
fire,
and,
yetting
and midgets.
Bank, of Peonsburg, narrowly es
with pain, he ran along the street of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Simmers
caped
death last week. She had C. of Spring City and they sprung
near
Phoenixville,
were
united
in
—Fourth-of-July, Sunday next.
Fourth of July.
until the Mrs. Clinton Mauger stop
been
canning
cherries in a small an ideal joke on the local team. 10
Since the anniversary of our ped him. Stfe tore off the blazing marriage in the Lutheran church, isolated and .inclosed fire-pface, to 2 was the best the locals could do
—Demonstrations and celebrations
Royersford, by the pastor, J. Fred
on Saturday previous and on Mon nation’s birth falls upon Sunday garments and saved the lad’s life.
and the fact of the matter is they
erick
Kramlich, in the presence of when David, a year old son, play were lucky to get off that easy.
this
year,
the
principal
observances
day following.
the relatives of the contracting fully slammed the door. It caught, Manager Sterner, the plenipoten
of the great national holiday will
Scorching Heat.
the latch being on the out side,
—If you have forgotten all about
take place on Monday next, July 5
A hot wave of unusual intensity parties. A dinner was served and locking the mother in the furnace tiary of the Cottegeville A. C.
the
the happy couple left on a wedding
made humanity swelter in this quar
like annex, where the temperature straightway became disgusted with
—Declaration of Independence
ter of the globe Thursday, Friday, trip to various places of, interest. was over 100 degrees. Her faint the fantastic attempts of his men,
Carriage Demolished.
Congratulations.
}—Look up the document and read
cries for help attracted a farmer discharged the lot without further
A hbrse taking fright at a trolley Saturday, and Sunday. The temper
it.
ature
ranged
from
85
degrees,
to
95
who was working in a field close by; ceremony; and on Monday morning
caron the Skippack bill on Sunday
T
eachers
Appointee
for
Upper
but by the time help came she was there left the CollegeviUe post office
—It will put you in touch with night kicked to pieces the carriage degrees in the shade. The- shower
Providence Schools.
Sunday
afternoon
somewhat
cooled
thoroughly exhausted and almost a big bunch of postal cards cancel
to which be was attached. The
the spirit of your forefathers
ing the remaining games. As the
The
School
Directors
of
Upper
the
atmosphere.
In
Philadelphia
suffocated.
—And help you to remember occupants, a Jewish couple, of near there was much distress and suffer Providence met at Black Rock hotel
A.
C. never had a very enthusiastic
some things that should not be Eagleville, rode home on a trolley ing on account of the heat, and last Thursday and appointed the
following
in its home town it is not
Matrimony.
forgotten.
at all probable that the peace of this
quite a number of deaths resulted following teachers: Bechtel’s—Miss
On J(ine 23, by Rev. F. C. Yost,
Helen Reiff. Pennypacker’s—Miss D. D., at the home of the bride’s borough will be much distracted
therefrom.
—The I ndependent' office will be
Returned from Trip to Italy.
Elsie Schlicbter, principal; Ella parents in Skippack, Mr. Perry H. by the lamentations of the faithful
closed on Monday, July 5.
Ex-Burgess and Mrs. F. J.
followers of the now defunct Col,Riegner, primary. Dismant’s—Mrs
M
emorial
Window.
Bean and Miss Lizzie S. Kline, both legeville Athletic Club.
—Farmers will be interested in Clamer and daughter Mae returned
Bertha
Gennaria.
Garwood—Miss
of Skippack. .
The Ladies’ Mission Society of
the new adver. of CollegeviUe mills on Saturday from a two -months’
page 5.
journey through Italy. They re the Lower Providence Presbyterian Alice Yeager. Mennonite — Miss
On June 26, by Rev. F. C. Yost,
Mary Weikfl. Quaker — John
PERSONAL.
—Very interesting Fourth-of-July port having spent a delighiful time church have undertaken to have a Haines. Green Tree— Miss Anna D. D., at the residence of the
Mrs.
Frank
Ashenfelter, of Jenkreading matter on pages 1, 4, and 5, at the many places of interest in the memorial window placed in the Weikel, principal; Mary Klausfel- bride’s parents, Mr. Clarence H. intown, is visiting Dr. and Mrs. H.
church in memory of the late Mrs.
land of sunny skies.
i
Moyer and Miss Margaret R. Hall
this issue.
T. Spangler.
C. R. Brodhead. The plan is to der, primary. Port Providence
man,
both of Skippack.
Rena
S.
Middleton.
Mont
Clare
—Dr. J. S. Weinberger is having
make a quilt with names of contrib
Miss Mary Markley is visiting
Normal School G raduates.
N. H. Yorgey, the harness maker
the exterior of his residence re
utors at 10 cents or more as the John H. Bartman, principal; inter of Schwenksville, and Mrs. E. J. Miss Marion Spangler.
Among the recent graduates from donor1 wishes. The quilt will be mediate, Miss Ella Ellwanger; sec
painted. E. W. David is doing the
Miss Susanna Bingham, of Phila
Warren, a trained nurse of Hinton,
this county, of the Normal School,
work.
forwarded to Mr. Brodhead at Lag- ondary, Miss Kate Stiles; primary, West Virginia, were married last delphia, is visiting Mrs. Ella Hob
Miss Eva Ashenfelder.
West Chester, are Isabel Ballentine,
—The CollegeviUe mills will be Lower Providence, and Helen H. ama, New Mexico, and the pro
Thursday at 4 p. m. at the home of son.
closed on Monday, July 5, after 8 Reiff, of Trappe. Anna M. Weikel, ceeds used to place the memorial
Miss Mae Kratz, of Norristown,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Star, this
Receiver* Appointed for T ransit
window. The committee consists of
a. m.
visited
her aunts, the Misses Kratz,
borough.
Rev.
N.
F.
Schmidt,
of
of Trappe, having taught school two Mrs. J. J. Hartman, Mrs. J. D.
Company.
Schwenksville, performed the cere- of this place, on Saturday, before
—The improvement to Main street years received her second diploma, Custer, Miss Mary Campbell and
Daniel M. Anders and Henry J money in the presence of a few in leaving for a month’s stay in Ver
near the railroad station is duly good for life.
Farquhar have been appointed by vited guests.
Miss Anna Reiner.
mont.
appreciated.
the Court as receivers ,for the
Mrs. William Prizer is suffering
This R. D. Man D eserves a Medal.
—When’s the oil coming?
Montgomery County Rapid Transit
G rangers’ Picnic in County Home
Six Boye S en t to House
with
a sever attack of rheumatism.
Company, whose line runs from
C. H. Ross, a rural free delivery
Grove.
—The business ball keeps on roll
of
D
etention.
,
Frank
Clamer and Russel Bart
ing at the plant of the Freed mail man, running out of Ulster,
The picnic to be held in the Trooper to Skippack, enroute to
man
were
operated upon at Dr.
Six
Pottstown
boys
ranging
in
Souderton. This action was taken
Heater Company.
Bradford county, Pa., understands County Home grove, under the
age from twelve to fourteen years, Peifer s hospital at Norristown,
as
a
result
of
a
bill
in
equity
filed
, —Fourth-of-July fire works in how to get rid of the loose stones auspices of Keystone Grange No. 2, by A. J. Furlong, A. J. Philips were arraigned in juvenile court Monday, for adenoids.
variety at Bartman’s store.
that make the highway composing of Trappe, on Saturday July 31, and John F. Lederach, in which a Tuesday morning before Judges
Mrs. John Bechtel during the
will be a red letter event for all who
—The number of summer board his daily route a hard road to travel. are interested in Agricultural pur receivership of the concern is Weand and Swartz. The names of past week spent several days with
ers about town is steadily increas- Last week he cama to Towanda, and suits. The committee in charge of asked, and to which the company the boys are George Ross, colored; her sister at Sunbury,
before ’Squire Meredith made com arrangements is sparing no effort in filed an answer consenting to the William Eisenhart, Lawrence Boyer
Mr. and Mrs. Tibbals, of Philadel
plaint
against the Supervisors, the preparation of a program of ex granting of such application. The William Brophy, James Brophy phia, ahe visiting Mr,.and Mrs. F.
Falling against a watering
Robert Christman, and they are W. Gristock.
trough, Fred Spielman, a farmer charging them with violation of the ercises that will be both attractive receivers are given absolute power charged
with forcible entry
to
conduct
the
affairs
of
the
cor
Mrs. Robert Moyer is recovering
living near Pottstown, had several law. William Maxwell represented and instructive. No less a person
and
larceny.
The boys wbre from a recent illness.
poration
and
to
operate
the
railroad
the
plan
tiff,
and
when
the
parties
ribs fractured.
age than the Hon. W. T. Creasy,
got together, Mr. Ross, not desirand are to give bonds in the sum of brought into court by Detective
Mrs. Daniel Bartman entertained
—It cost Thomas Gibbons, of ing to push the case, agreed to Master of the State Grange, and a $10,000 with the Norristown Trust O’Connor, of Pottstown, and Con
legislator
with
a
State
wide
reputa
the
Matrons’Club Friday afternoon.
Spring City, $5.25 to throw a stone withdraw the Complaint if the
Company as security. The bill stable Wolf, of Norristown. It is
tion
will
be
one
of
the
speakers.
alleged
that
the
six
boys
who
have
Mrs. William Allen and children,
through a window at an industrial Supervisors would remove the
upon which this decree has been
Further particulars later.
been arrested are part of a regular
plant.
troublesome stones. This they
made sets forth in detail the organized gang which has been of Wayne Junction, are spending
financial condition of the company, operating for some time in the bor some time with Joseph Robison and
—There is no paradise.on earth agreed to do, the complaint was
Deafness Cannot be Cored
family.
equal to the union of love and inno withdrawn, and they escaped the By local applications, as they cannot reach alleging that it is insolvent. The ough of Pottstown. The boys were
sent to thev House pf Detention
Dr. J. A. Thomas, of Reading,
$10 fine.
cence.—Rousseau.
the diseased portion of ttys ear. There is officers of the company are: Presi pending decision of the judges.
spent Monday here.
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is dent, George Hoeger, Norristown;
—While asleep on the Reading
by constitututional remedies. Deafness is
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heinley, of
caused by an inflamed condition of the Vice President, Michael J. Kelley,
Life 100,000 Tears Ago.
Railway tracks at Royersford,
Seta Mother Grow Young.
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. Pottstown; Secretary, W. S. Lam
York,
are visiting Mrs. Harriet
Michael Grady was run over by a Scientists have found in a cave lz Switzer When this tube gets inflamed you . have a
‘It would be hard to overstate tbe wob- Gristock.
land bones of men who lived 100,000 year* rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and bert, Reading; Treasurer, W. C.
draft of cars and had his right leg ago, when life was in constant danger from when it is entirely closed Deafness is the re Riffert, Dauphin.
derful change in my mother since she began
to use Electric Bitters,” writes „Mrs. W. L.
Mr. John Haines, of Dover, spent
wild beasts. To day the danger, as shown sult, and unless the inflammation can be
cut off.
Gilpatrick of Danforth, Me- “ Although
by A. W. Brown, of Alexander, Me., is taken out and this tube restored to the nor
several
days with his brother Dr.
past
70
she
seeins
really
to
be.growing
It is for the big-hearted to for largely from deadly disease. “ If it bad not mal condition, hearing will be destroyed
young again. She suffered untola misery C. G. Haines last week.
A Night Aider’s Raid.
been
for
Dr.
King’s
New
Discovery,
which
forever
;
nine
cases
out
of
ten
are
caused
by
get—others may merely forgive.— cured me, I could not have lived,” he catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed
from dyspepsia for 20 years. At last she
The worst night riders are calomel, croton could neither eat, drink nor sleep. Doctors
Mrs. Charles Emig and daughter
writes, “suffering as I did from a severe condition of the mucouer surfaces. We will
Florida Times-Unfbn.
oil
or
aloes
pills.
They
raid
your
bed
to.
rob
lung trouble and" stubborn cough.” To give One Hundred Dollars for any case of you of rest. Not so with Dr. King’s New gave her up and all- remedies failed till Catherine, and Mrs. Witmer Emig,
—While crossing Ford street in cure Sore Lungs, Colds, obstinate Coughs, Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can Life Pills. They never distress or incon Electric Bitters worked such wonders for of York, were guests at Trinity
and prevent Pneumonia, its the best medi not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. venience, but always cleanse the system, her health.” They invigorate all vital or
Norristown the horse of Abraham cine
gans, cure Liver and Kidney troubles, in parsonage over last Sunday.
on earth. 50c. and $1.00. Guaranteed Send for circulars, free. F. J. CHENEY
curing Colds, Headache, Constipation, Ma duce sleep, impart streagth and appetite.
P. Teany, a merchant, was killed by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist, College- &
CO., Toledo, O.
Miss Dora Moyer has secured a
laria.
25c,
at
Joseph
W.
Culbert’s
drug
Only 50c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug
ville, and M. T. Hunsicker, Ironbridge.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
by a train.
store, CollegeviUe, and at M. T. Hunsicker’s store, CollegeviUe, and at M .T. Hunsicker’s position as a member of the faculty
Trial bottle free.
Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation. store, Ironbridge.
store, Ironbridge.
of theGlassbogo (N. J.) High School.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
Died In Florida.

On Wednesday of this week,
Esquire and Mrs. Thomas Wilson,
of Eagleville, received the very sad
intelligence of the death of their
daughter Bertha, wife of Andrew
Brachhold, J r.,-in Florida. Ar
rangements have been made to for
ward the remains North. The fun
eral will probably be held on Sun
day at the Lutheran church, Trappe.
Fell Into H ot Soap.

pupal or resting stage and remain
over winter. Deep cultivation of
the soil they, infest is advisable.
Growers should watch for the first
coming of these .beetles, and. jar
them from the branhes onto sheets
saturated with oil stretched on the
ground, or held to catch the pests;
or into a hopper-shaped cloth bugcatcher. They can also be picked
by hand, or shaken from the trees,
bushes or plants and sprayed with
pure kerosene or exceedingly strong
soap solution, while on the ground.
In dealing with them in this way
the leaves and plants will not be
injured by the strong spray. To
keep the ‘bugs’ from attacking the
sm£ll and tender grapes on the
vines it is advisable to cover the
bunches with paper bags as soon as
possible after the blosspming and
setting of the fruit. ”

Warren, a young son of Mr. and
Mrs. Erwin Kooker, of Salfordville,
narrowly escaped a horrible death
by falling backward into a tub of
hot soap, which the mother had
been cooking. The little fellow
stumbled and fell into the hot stuff
when his’agonizing screams brought
the mother to the rescue, but only
after the boy bad been nearly suffo
cated. fortunately, the liquid had
Big Barn.
cooled somewhat, and this fact
What
is
believed
will be the lar
saved his life. Bis head, face and
gest
barn
in
Lancaster
county is in
hands are in an awful condition.
course of construction on the farm
of N. R. Hoffman, near Bainbridge,
Family tyarrowly E scape Death.
and one day last week the neigh
The family of Joseph Miller,' of bors assembled to assist in the
Ardmore, narrowly escaped death raising. The structure will be 120
Sunday when lightning wrecked by 60 feet and 18 feet to the square.
the interior of the front of their One hundred and sixty-five men
home. The family was seated at assisted, among them being preach
the dining table when there was a ers, teachers, photographers, doc
blinding flash. The bolt coming tors, farmers and mechanics, hailing
down the Chimney and following the from Lancaster, York and Dauphin
gas pipes, twisted the chandelier, counties. VTwo meals were served
tore the pictures from the wall, and by Mr. and Mrs. Hoffman, and two
ripped up the carpet in the parlor, hundred sat down to the table when
which room the Millers had vacated dinner was announced.
only an instant before in response
to the dinner call. The lightning DR. SHRAW DER’S W INDROW ER
AND TEDDER.
then rassed through an open hearth
and out through the cellar. The
AN INVENTION THAT PROMISES TO BE
wood work did not tike fire.
Brick P lant to R esum e O perations.

Owing to responses made by
about 80 per cent, of the stock
holders of the Montello holdings,
requesting the Board of Directors
of the Montello Brick Company, to
make bricks without further delay
as they were tired of prolonged
litigatiou, the Board has taken
steps to put the plants into opera
tion. The Perkiomen plant is the
first to receive attention. Bricks
will again be turned out within
three weeks after a shut-down of
almost two years, due to financial
troubles encountered at the time,
throwing the Montello Brick
Works and the U. S. Brick Com
panies into bankruptcy.
A Pretty Home W edding.

The home of Judson G. Philips,
near Glen More, Pa., was the scene
of a pretty home wedding on Satur
day, June 26, when his daughter,,
Elma May, became the bride of J.
Stroud Weber, Esq., of Evansburg.
The happy couple were married at
12 o’clock under a floral arch on the
porch by the Rev. J. D. Clark, the
pastor of the bride, about two hun
dred guests being present to wit
ness the ceremony. The wedding
party consisted of Miss Elsie
Philips, sister of the bride, as maid
of honor, Mr. Morgan C. Weber,
brother of the groom, as best man,
and little Miss Rapp, of Norristown,
as flower girl, attended by Master
Harold Weber. After many con
gratulations and the wedding feast,
the wedding party was photo
graphed and the happy couple left
for parts unknown by automobile.
Miss Philips was one of Chester
county’s most popular teachers,
having taught successfully in both
West Pikeland and Nantmeal High
Schools. Mr. Weber, son of Dr.
M. Y. Weber, of Evansburg, after
teaching a few years, graduated
from the Law Department of the
University of Pennsylvania, and
was admitted to the bar, and is now
one of most promising of the
younger members of the Norris
town bar. Both are graduates of
West Chester State Normal School.
Many handsome and useful gifts
were received, consisting of china,
cut glass, silver, linen and cash.
The bride presented solid silver
souvenirs to each of her attendants.
The Rose Bug.

The rose bug is a common and
familiar insect which attacks a
great many cultivated plants, trees
and bushes by devouring the foliage
while in the adult stage. In re
gard to this pest State Zoologist
Surface says: “ It is not a ‘bug’ but
a beetle, as it has chewing mouth
parts and eats the tissue of the
leaves, making them appear to be
perforated with numerous holes
with quite irregular edges. The
larvae of this beetle live in the
ground, and there transform to the

Evansburg and Vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones of
Norristown spent Sunday with
Howard Jones.
Misses Isabel and Imogene Ballentine have come home froth West
Chester State Normal School for
their summer vacation.
Little Elizabeth Clemmer has re
turned home after Spending several
weeks in Philadelphia with her
grandparents.
i Edward Burke has sold his prop
erty to a Philadelphia party and
will give them possession about
July 15.,
Mr. Bingham continues to make
improvements to his property.
Mrs. F. W. Vandersloot, of
Scbwenksville, is * visiting her
daughter, Mrs. A. C. Keyser.
The Lower Providence School
Board have appointed Samuel Reiff
as school director to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of of R.
H. Grater. Mr. Reiff has re-ap
pointed Miss Katharine Place and
Miss Amelia Keyser as teachers for
Evansburg school.
Mrs. Wilmer Slifer and infant, of
Royersford, are visiting at Wm.
Wanner’s,

A GREAT LABOR SAVER FOR
FARMERS.

Dr. John S. Shrawder, the inven
tor of this borough, has perfected a
mechanical contrivance designed to
tedder and windrow hay. The ma
chine is ingenious in the construc
tion and assemblage of its related
parts and .will prove to be a wonder
ful time saver for farmers. All who
have witnessed the D r.’s working
model in operation are enthusiastic
iu their expressions of approval.
Appended hereto are the opinions
of a number of well known and pro
gressive farmers who have in
spected the model:
. Will be found as invaluable an imple
ment in the bay field as the' binder is in
harvesting time.—John Wanner, Upper
Providence.
The construction of agricultural imple
ments has become an immense industry,
and this windrowing and tedding machine
certainly'has a promising business future
before it. — James G. Detwiler, Upper
Providence.
The manufacture of agricultural ma
chinery has a world-wide market and the
Dr. has certainly evolved a machine that
will meet the agricultural wants of the
world, as the more extended the functions
of an agricultural machine the more in
estimable is its value to the farmers in all
countries.—W. K. Cassel, Upper Provi
dence.
The facility of changing the machine
from the function of a tedder to a windrower and vice versa, by the shifting of
only two levers without getting off the
machine, is a success worthy of years' of
prodding labor on the part of the in
ventor.—Jas. K. Benner, Skippack, Pa.
Banks well with the hinder as a labor
saver, and an implement of convenience.—
D. W.Pavinger, Upper Providence, Pa.
It is all right. , It is two machines in
one, and therefore of great value as a con
venience to farmers.— A. H. Detwiler,
Trappe, Pa.
Could not be better devised fov the pur
poses it is claimed to accomplish. The
inventor has gone straight to the spot.—
Chas, C. Hughes, Coilegeville, Pa.
No machine could perform a double
function better than this is capable of do
ing as a windrower and tedder. I t is per
fectly a t home in either occupation. Its
adaptation could not have been better de
vised.—Harry S. Shainline, Upper Provi
dence, Pa.
Dr. Sbrawder’s Windrowing and Ted
ding machine is one that fills a niche in
the - farmer’s occupation that has been
sadly needed. There is not a season but
what it will be called into requisition in
both capacities. I t is a windrower and
tedder boiled down into one machine of
superior excellence without any defects.—
Jonas Cassel, Trappe, Pa.
. The ingenuity displayed in the construc
tion of farm implements was supposed to
have about reached the top wave; but
here is another candidate for favor that is
not going to take a back seat when the
mower and binder are called into requi
sition. Let the good work go on.—George
Dannehower, Upper Providence, Pa.
A practical machine from a manufact
urer’s standpoint, and one that will be
difficult to impipve upon. It has rare
merit and fills a hay field want. Can be
made cheaply enough to suit the ordinary
farmer’s bank account.—George M. Bittenhouse, successor to C. Bittenhouse and
Sons, Agricultural Works, Norristown,
Pennsylvania.

Items From Trappe.
Town Council will bold a regular
meeting next Saturday evening.
The United Telephone Company
will ask permission of tCouncil to
string their wires on the trolley
poles.
Thursday evening Mr. Vanfossen,
of near Creamery had his carriage
partially demolished in a collision
with a trolley car. His horse
turned aside toward the track on
account of an approaching auto
mobile as the trolley approached
from the rear. Mr. Vanfossen and
his horse both escaped injury. >
Mrs. Anna R. Alderfer has re
turned home from a visit to rela
tives in Philadelphia.
Misses Bessie and Irene Moyer
of Blooming Glen, Bucks county,
were the guests of M-. H. Keeler
and daughter, Sunday.
Miss Katie Leisse, of Orwigsburg, Pa., was the guest of Mrs.
Anna Alderfer, Sunday.
Mrs. Jacob Umstead and dabghter, of Norristown, were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Umstead,
Monday evening.
Rev. and Mrs. S- M. Hench, of
Frederich City, Mfl., who are sum
mering here are now on a trip to
Western Pennsylvania.
A large crowd attended the open
ing of the amusement hall and auto
garage at G. Guy Miller’s Lamb
hotel, Saturday evening.
The Lutheran Sunday School will
picnic at Ringing Rocks Park on
Saturday, August 7.
Communion at the Lutheran
church next Sunday at 10 a. m.
Preparatory services on Saturday
previous at 2 p. m.
Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Hibschmann,
of Philadelphia, have taken posses
sion of their summer home.

Sunday.
Miss Kathryn Umstead spent a
few days with Miss Anna Taylor.
Homer Graber, of State college, is
spending his vacatipn days with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. U,
Graber.A birthday partyi, wak given in
honor of Miss Frieda Graber, on
Saturday afternoon, i f being her
9th birthday. A fine luncheon was
served by Mrs. Graber. Those who
participated in the happy event
were: Lizzie Hunsicker, Edith
Swartly; Lucile Knipe, Charlotte
Fry, Marion Gaugler, Elizabeth
Gaugler, Margaret Schlichter, Mary
Schott, Gertrude Porr, Lillian Bean,
Kathryn Bean, Agnes Frankenberger, and Laura Frankenberger.

FROM OAKS.
Miss Kathryn Detwiler was given
a surprise Saturday evening. Some
sixty or more of her friends assem
bled at her home and a jolly good
time was had.
The A lbright. family held their
reunion Saturday at Mr. Howard
Yocum’s. A goodly representation
of the Albright family were there,
as were many representatives,
branches of the family tree present.
We have been sweltering in the
heat, the humidity down heue and a
regular sizzqrd throughout last
week prevailed. We old settlers
never saw the lik'es, as to a con
tinued long spell of oppressive heat;
but its like everything else, don’t
amount to much when you get used
to it/ We were promised a general
break up by the weather bureau,
and Sunday there was consi<|erable
change, but it was not inauguration
weather. Seventy in the shade at
seven o’clock in the morning, and
the mercury mounting higher until
it was thought to put an addition to
the thermometer. The rainfall on
Sunday changed the temperature,
and it was reviving good enough.
The two great Generals who never
lost a battle and generally gets
there are old General Debility and
old Oeneral Humidity, and they
play their parts well, and the show
ers Sunday were quite refreshing.
It is about time for weather, as the
farmers are haymaking and the
wheat is turning and the grain field
on the hillside is getting red and
ripening fast, like the grain in the
wheat field at Gettysburg just be
fore the sun went down July 1,1963.
Forty-six years ago this very day
we were on the go to Gettysburg,
crossing the Potomac at Edward’s
Ferry.
Dr. Brown will have a pole rais
ing. Well, yes! a flag po)e and a
flag will be thrown to the breeze
Fourth of July. Right here where
flags are manufactured by the thou
sands it is well tb enthuse and show
your side of patriotism.
' For Old Glory leads the van;
Immortal Abe Lincoln,
Who gave three million people liberty,
His spirit hovers near,
To guard those rights so dear,
Gain’d upon the sacred soil of Old Vir
ginia.

A peculiar thunder storm visited
us one day last week, and the light
ning played queer antics, struck a
tree near the springhouse on the
Charles Brower farm, and hit a
chimney on John C. Dettra’s new
house. This bolt of lightning was
on its way to hit the spire of the
barn on John U. Francis J r .’s store
property, which has been hit sev
eral times, but this time Mr. Det
tra’s house happened to be in a line
*and it stopped short there. A ball
of fire entered the flag factory and
startled things considerably. How
it got in with the windows down
was a mystery. A ball of fire came
bowling in the garret window at
residence, bowled down the
Jottings From Limerick. ,our
stairway into a second-story room
The L. A. C., of Limerick de and out the front window, frightenfeated the Methodist ball team of • ihg the only occupant, who detected
Royersford on Saturday in a 10 a smell of sulphur and even burnt
wood as it went sizzing past. The
inning game, 8 to 7.
first thought the lightning had
Frank Stauffer has suffered in struck the house, but we are still
tensely the past week from “straw there because we are there.
Over at Valley Forge park there
berry rash.”
was very little rain where we were,
Rev. and Mrs. Hass are recover but
a half-mile away there was a
ing from the injuries they deceived regular down-pour. A farmer came
in the recent runaway accident.
up the bill to set out some cabbage
An excellent program was ren plants on a patch of ground he had
reserved for said plants. Picture
dered at the Children’s Day ser bis surprise when he found that not
vice in the Evangelical church, enough rain had fallen to settle the
dust, while a copious rainfall bad
Sunday evening.
down at bis house not a rifle
Miss Bertha and Elsie Schlichter fallen
shot away. The rain was quite
attended the commencement exer heavy here.
cises of the Conshobocken High
Some twenty men are digging a
School, Thursday.
drain to carry off the water in the
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Nyce, ot clay pit at the brick works, and it
wiU not be many days until the wel
Philadelphia, were the guests of come,
sound of the whistle to cotpe
of Enoch Bucher, Sunday.
to work, which .will be pleasant
Miss Emma Keck is visiting W. music sure.
L. Gaugler and family.
Thqre are many bungaloes, and
T. D. Kline and daughter Edna many campers, along the Schuylkill.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Detwiler
and Miss Carolyn Rambo attended
the commencement exercises at the returned to their home, Monongabela city, Tuesday, stopping over
K. S. N. S. last week.
for a short visit with friends at
Wm. J. Kline, who graduated Baltimore.
from Keystone State Normal School,
Sunday will be Fourth of July,
on Wednesday of last week has re and you will not forget the patri
otic services which will be held in
turned to bis home.
Saint Paul’s church in the evening.
Mrs. Wm. D.- Kline, of Bethel,
The Third Brigade, to which Bat
has spent some time with her son tery
C of Phcenixville is attached,
T. D. Kline, and family.
will go to Mount Gretna the 10th of
Miss May me Schlichter was home July, and the camp will be known
Although railroad engineers may
as Captain John Denithorne Camp,
be separated by many miles, there over Sunday.
a compliment to the memory of the
Clayton T. Hunsicker was a deceased captain, who organized the
are always strong ties between
caller in town over Saturday and Battery—Griffin BatteryCEin June,
them.

3

1871. The Fall of that year the Bat
tery went to Paoli to the encamp
ment there. The guard at the en
trance at the Kipg-of-Prqssia road
to Valley Forge park, George Aus
tin, is the oldest active national
guardsman in the State, having
been in the State service thirtyeight years. Is one of the original
members of Griffin Battery.
About the greatest unbearable
nuisance there is are midgets. The
pests are away head of time this
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bare went to
Norristown, Sunday.

AT 9 A. M.
l l BI.lt SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
JULY 2, 1909, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
a carload of fresh cows from Western
Pennsylvania. Gentlemen, this will be a
lot of tbe heaviest cows I have ever
shipped east, and they are up to a high
standard in milk and butter qualities.
Come and pass your judgment and put in
your bids. Sale at 9 a. m. Conditions by
J. W. M1TTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
epo rt

Pennlssion has been granted by tbe
United States to the Fifth regiment of
Canadian artillery, armed and equip
ped, to enter- this country July 1 for
the purpose of attending the Seattle
exposition.
Wednesday, June SO.
Former President Charles W. Eliot,
of Harvard university, has been elect
ed president emeritus of the institu
tion.
A bid of $95,000 was reported made
for a seat on the New York Stock Ex
change. equal to- the record price, es
tablished in 1906 and 1906.
Middlebury (Vt.) college conferred
the degree of doctor of laws upon Gov
ernor John Franklin Fort, of New Jer
sey, and Governor George H. Prouty,
of Vermont.
New York aldermen passed an ordi
nance prohibiting peddlers or sales
men from crying their wares on the
streets, but through political influence
“Paddy’s Market,” on Ninth avenue,
is excepted.

PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
The Latest Closing Prices Far Produoe
and Live Stock.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR quiet;
winter low grades, $5 @ 6.25; winter
clear, $5.75 @>6.25; city mills, fancy
FLOUR Arm, at $4.7004.80
per barrel.
WHEAT firm; No. 2 red, western,
$1.4801.45.
CORN steady; No. 2 yellow, local,
80*4 ©81c.
OATS quiet; No. 2 white, clipped,
62H©63c.; lower grades, 62c.
HAY firm; timothy, large bales, per
ton, $17.60.
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 16%
@>16c.; old roosters, 10%c. Dressed
steady; choice fowls, 16c.; old roost
ers. 11c.
BUTTER firm; extra creamery, 27c.
EGGS steady; selected, 24 © 26c.;
nearby, 22c.: western, 22c.
POTATOES steady; new, per bar
rel. $1@2.25.

OF THE CONDITION OF THE COLLEGEK
VILLE NATIONAL BANK, AT COLLEGEVILLB, IN

THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE CLOSE
OF BUSINESS, JUNE 23, 1909.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts............. — .. .$131,772 42
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured....
40 84
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation........ 50,000 00
Premiums on U . S . Bonds................... 1,000 00
Bonds, securities, etc.............................. 73,29767
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 8,980 60
Due from National Banks (not reserve
agents)................................................
98270
Due from approved reserve agents__ _ 17,943 30
Checks and other cash items...............
7 37
Notes of other National B anks........... 1,505 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.............................................
2966
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
Specie...............................$9,483 16
Legal-tender notes............ 330 00— 9,818 15
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent, of circulation).................. 2,50000
T otal........................................... . .$297,428 61
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in ................................$50,00000
Surplus fund.................
6,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid..............
4,425 89
National Bank notes outstanding....... 50,000 00
Due to other National B anks.................. 1,25162
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks... 1...............
...... . 1,497 83
Individual deposits subject to check.. .181,318 77
Demand certificates of deposit................. 2,940Q0
T o tal....................
$297,428 61
State of Pennsylvania, County j gg
of Montgomery,
5
I, W. D. Renninger, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th
day of June, 1909.
G. Z. V ANDERS LICE,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January 5,1913.
Correct—A ttest:
A. D. FETTEROLF,
B. F. STEINER,
H. T. HUNSICKER,
Directors.
Commenced business February 14, 1907.

LANTS FOR SALE.
Tomato, cabbage, cosmos, aster,
P
sweet william, rocket, and sultan plants
for sale.
8th Avenue,

(It)

JOHN PLATT,
Coilegeville, Pa.

ORDWOOD FOR S4LE*
About 35 cords of OAK AND HICK •
C
ORY WOOD, $2.00 per cord. Also lot of

sawdust $1 for 2-borse load. Apply to
ISAAC D. TYSON,
Live Stock Markets.
6-3-6t.
Half-mile west of Trappe. ,
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
CATTLE lower; choice, $6.9007.16;
prime, $5.9006.80.
ANTED.
SHEEP lower; prime wethers, $6©
wheat and oats straw, Ap
5.10; culls and common, $2.50©3; ply to BaledSfilDEL
& TOWNSEND,
spring lambs, $5@7.?5; veal calves, Mattress Manufacturers,
Norristown, Pa.
$7.5008.
5-13-2t.
HOGS higher; prime heavies, $8.30
)8.35; mediums, $8.1008.20; heavy
orkers, $808.10; light Yorkers, $7.50
©7.75; pigs, $7.150725; roughs, $607.
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THE 1 IRD0ME

RAIN CUTTING
— DONE BY —

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

JOSEPH W. STIERLY,

Norristown Amusement Co.,

ARCOLA, PA,

OWNERS.
- ©ST.
_j A gold bracelet, between Ursinus
jllege and The Lanes. Suitable reward
j finder. Apply to
17.
THE LANES, near Coilegeville.
or s a l e .
My Rose Comb Brown Leghorns are
from beyond the Mississippi. I will sell
selected eggs for hatching during balance
of season, $2.75 per hundred; 45 cents for
15. Fertility guaranteed.
PARKER’S POULTRY YARD,
5-6.
Trappe, Pa.

F

Flags!

Flags!

Flags!

. Everybody W ants

A. SABLOSKY,

SDIMEROPRMIR THEATRE
While you watch a good show cool
country breezes keep you
comfortable.

A Garrick Show at Garrick
Prices.
w i l l open

Monday, July 5.

with a strong bill, headed by the famous
“Laughing Horse.”

Flags for Fourth of July! Admission,
You can buy them—all sizes, fast colors
—wholesale or retail, at satisfactory
prices, of the

Coilegeville MTg Co.

: : MANAGER.

: : 10 Cents.

Jl* Alieva Brothers
Who have the largest Tailor Shop,
in Norristown,
---- HAVE OPENED A -------

Branch Shop in Coilegeville

TACKLE
—THAT—

CATCHES

T
A FULL LINE OF

ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
And are now Ready to RENO.
VATE CLOTH1BIG IN A
FIRST-CLASS
MANNER.
We do altering, repairing, relining, clean
ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean
ing, and steam dyeing, of all kinds of
ladies’ and gents’ clothes at a very reason
able rate, and guarantee to do first-class
work. We also make suits to order, to
the very latest style. Goods called for
and delivered.

ALLEVA BROTHERS, CoUepYie, Pa.
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.
OW BOAT FOR SALK.
R
Light cedar skiff, with spoon oars.
Can be seen at Keyser’s dam. Price $15.
Evansburg Road,

Shakespeare's
CELEBRATED

Reels and Tackle
FOR SALE BY

G.W .YOST
Coilegeville, Pa.

F. GERBER,
Lower Providence.

Dead Animals Removed
FREE OF CHARGE.
' I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.

Geo. W . Schweiker,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, f a .
Subscribe for Tbe Independent.
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

SAVED IV
!■YANKEE DOODLE
HE hurricane was over. The
crew then commenced to bring
order out of chaos, and the cook
and his mate set about prepar
ing our Fourth of July dinner, which
Is always a great occasion on board a
ship. Little did anybody dream at
th at time of the circumstances under
Which that meal was to be eaten.
The little bay In which we were
riding at anchor was up to this time
Considered one of the most dangerous
pirate grounds in the Malay Islands.
Shortly after noon the second mate.
Who was looking through the glass,
noticed hundreds of the swarthy na
tives congregated together and gestur
ing toward the ship. He immediately
Informed the captain, who, seeing it
would be folly to keep his fears a se
cret any longer, mustered the crew
a ft
“After the experiences of "the last
twenty-four hours,” said the captain,
" I feel th at I have a crew on whom I
can rely.”
“Aye, aye, sir!” the sailors shouted.
“Well, boys,” he continued, “here we
are, unable without making repairs to
go any farther. Those cutthroat? on
the beach know this, too, and it looks
as though they wanted to have a
w arm time a t our expense. I don’t In
tend to give them any encouragement.
iWe will make the best showing we
can with our guns and muskets, but I
hope we shall not have to use them.
I f we do”— And the captain merely
Waved his hand.
. The three six pounders th a t we car
ried were placed on the poop deck with
their muzzles projecting over the rail.
The muskets and sabers were dealt
out to. the crew, the ammunition was
distributed, and as th at was the sum
of our means of defense there was
nothing to dp but aw ait develop
ments.
Late ha the afternoon the natives left
us no longer in doubt. . Several hun
dred marched, toward the canoes, danc
ing and yelling like a crowd Of black
demons. A few uiinutes fateT fully
fifty canoes were launched and man
ned with the fierce looking crowd.

T

PATTI’S EARNINGS.
The Shrewd Financial Methods of the
Musical Miracle.
Adelina Patti never suffered from
the financial timidity of a Jenny Lind.
Not only was she a supreme vocalist;
but, as Colonel Mapleson remarked,
“no one ever approached her in the a rt
of obtaining from a . manager the
greatest possible sum he could by any
possibility Contrive to pay /’ But the
musical miracle was the spoiled dar
ling of her day, and she never failed
to obtain exactly what she wanted.
She was first engaged in London in
1861 by Mapleson to sing four nights
“on approval" and in case of success
to obfain £40 a week. This contract
was npt fulfilled, however, for, being
hard pressed financially, she had bor
rowed £5? from a rival manager, and
her receipt proved practically a conr
tract. This was the beginning of a
career so dazzling that its successive
steps are Pimply a series of Increasing
banknotes: In 1872 she obtained in
London 200 guineas a night, since she
insisted on having more than Christine
Nilsson, who was receiving £200. She
sang twice a week. Ten years later
she was given $5,000 a night! H er fa
mous contract to sing'in America pro
vided that the money should be paid
hef at 2 o’clock on the day she sang;
also a drawing room and sleeping car
to be especially built for her, with
conservatory,^ fernery, etc. Further,
there was to be deposited to her credit"
$50,000 for payment of the last ten
performances—Patti’s favorite device.
She thus received about twenty times
w hat Mario and Grisi got.
Her private car Incidentally cost
$60,000 and contained a silver bath
and gold keys to the doors, to sa:
nothing: of a $2 ,00Qjpiano. P atti gave
to the manager only her voice" and her
costumes. Her drawing capacity justifl6d this. “Lucia,” as an example, was
•ung to. an average of $14,Q00. “Traviata” drew' more, giiice she sang more
notes. It was a frequent occurrence
among the poorer music lovers to buy
a Club ticket and each take turns at
hearing,, her for twenty minutes. If
one overstayed his time he paid for
the entire ticket. Some mathematicians
computed,, by .dividing the number of
notes sung by the, sum paid th at in
“SemSramide” Patti received 42% cents
for .each n o te This was found- to b
Just 7 1-10 cents a note more than Ros
sini got for writing .the whole opera.—
George Middleton In Bookman.

A BEAR STORY.

AS TO LOSING MONEY.

jy ^ O T IC E TO T A X PA Y E R S.

As Executor,

COUNTY TAXES.
A Case Showing the Importance a Ten
Administrator,
I QPursuance* to an act or Assembly approved
Dollar Bill May- Reach.
Marob 17, 1868, and supp ementary Acts thereto,
Trustee,
“To some men,” said a man now of the Treasurer of Montgomery county will meet
the taxpayers of said county at the following
amplest means, “the loss of $10,000 named
places and time for the purpose of reGuardian
might be a joke, and then to some the celviugthe county, state and dog taxes-for the
loss of a ten dollar bill might be a year 1909, assessed In their respective districts,
and Agent
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Nathan s. HartensUne, York Street
and corner over and over again, but Hotel, Monday,
July 26, from 10.30 a. m. to 2.30
>
that ten dollar bill, with all that it
*
meant to us—and I doubt if you, can
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards,
at the public house of W. w . Brendllnuer
Imagine how much it did mean—was Tuesday,
July 27, from 8 a. m. tq 2 " m
gone. That was the first thing we had „.^f.w? anove/ S w^8hlP> West district, at the
on our minds when we woke up in the Vir j c house of Elizabeth R. Rhoades, Swamp,
T R A P P E , J P A ..
morning,, and gloomy enough for us Wednesday, J uly 24, from 9 a. m. to 1.30 p. m 1
Douglass Township, West dietriot, at the pubth at morning was. And then when I lie house of H. (J. Shaner, Gllbortsvllle, Wed
was eating my breakfast in our mod nesday, July 28, from 2-tp'4 p.:m-. ;7i
Doagrnss Township, East district, at the pub- DRESS GOODS, LAWNS, PERCALES,
est dining room she looked in at the
In ms king your purchases at
toj2aaRm .^ r' ° 0080’ ThBr8day.
door from the kitchen, and ‘I’ve found l c, ?“
GINGHAMS, LACES, EMBROID
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
it!* she said, and so she had, just
Township, East district, at the
ERIES, LADIES’ AND; GENTS’
house ofAlfred H. B. Fox; pleasant
experience enables the proprietor
where three days before she had hid the.publie
Run, Thursday, J uly 29, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
to know just what to buy, how
den it away, and so was our great r,,^ ? deriok Tow»sl»iP, West district, at the
FURNISHING GOODS, SUMMER
to buy, and how to sell the thou
gloom changed to joy—to joy with a
u 1°!,8S.
H- Walter WJUlams, Oreen
UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY.
p m Hot61, Friday, July 30, from'9 a. m. to 1
sand and more articles kept In
large, large J.
stock In a thoroughly equipped
“Yes, sir. We got more now, by con T9 re®n Lane Borough, at the public house of I
general store.
r o a. m.Har‘»S, Mmftiay, August 4, from 9.30
siderable, and now she has what she i tbO'i.
Ladles’ aqd Gents’ OXFORD SHOES in
wants; now she doesn’t have to skimp.
Red Hill Borough, at the public house or C. tan and black. Full line of FREED’S
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
In these days I take her home myself U. Bergey, Monday, August. 2, from l to 3 p. m.
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
now and then a ten dollar bouquet. m™ 13tQ're«nvlI]e Borough 'snl!upper Hanover i SHOfiS for men, women and children.
Third.distriot, at tbe-public bouse of
GOODS, or in any department of
We can afford It. But I never shall Township,
Harvey E Werley. E&st Greenville, Tuesday.
the big store on. the corner you
'
forget as long as I live how we felt August 3, from 7 a. m. to Sp.-m.-; .SUMMER LAP ROBES and COOLERS.
will find what you want at the
when we thought we’d lost' that ten
cover Township, Second district, at
the^.public house of Jonas Haring; Wednesday,
right price.
dollar bill or the joy th at came to us Aug.
4, from 9 to 12.a. iq.
when we found it, for, you see* how a
Pennsborg Borough' and ’upper"Hanover,
Sporting Goods—Balls, bats, gloves,,
Ready-made Pantaloons and
loss strikes you depends. so much on First district, at the public house of Charles A. croquet sets, &c.
Wednesday, Aug. 4, from'1.36 to4 p. m.
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
how much you’ve got.”—New York Kneule,
Marlborough Township, a t the publie bouse
Boots and Shoes are among the
Sun.
OI JOS &. Klein, Sumneytown, Thursday, Aug.
5, from 9 to 12 a. m.
specialties.
w
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT is
T<>fmihip, at the public,house complete in varied assortments of every
$
f
Climba Up the Trunk.
2*' , .Stolth, Woxall, Thursday, August 5.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
r ,,,.
. * - V thing in sugars, syrups, coffees, teas
The native elephant driver never has from 1.30 tp 2.39 p. m.
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
to .bother with a step ladder In mount
Taxos will be received at the County Treas- dried and canned fruits, &c., &c.*'
urer 8 office, Norristown, froth June 1 ’to Sep
. 3*
ing his beast after he has trained him tember
15, from 8.30 a. m. to, 12 m.. and from 1
Gents’ Furnishing Goods In 4jk
5 3© ^
for a little time, for the easiest way to 3 p. m.
variety.
WALL PAPER in many patterns.
State rate, 4 mills.
to get up Is to ascend by way of the
County rate, 3 milfe.
Paints, oils, hardware, wire fencing, and
tirunk. Standing in front of the ele
Correspondence to recdve &fcttodoi^must be so on. Examine our Pittsburg poultry
phant, the 4 riv^r grasps him by the accompanied
with postage for, reply and in all
ears, this being a signal that he wishes cases location erfproperty, whether in tdwnship and garden fence.
to mount, and the obedient monster or borough, must be definitely giv&a.
^Inquiries relative to taxes received after
promptly arches his trunk so that the September
qot b^ answered., Statements
Good qualities and right prices at
master can easily step upon It and go wiiloe issued from thVbffice oniy^ -' rT
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
3#
COLLEGEVILLE, _PA.
«
right on up to the top of the elephant’s
before Sept ember 15, Woo, will bh giyen intb the
head.
^ collector, when 5 per cent, will be

The Picture the Amateur Photographer
Did Not .Wait to. GetThe best bear story I - over heard,
states a w riter in Recreation, was told
me by an amateur prospector, who
might have stepped out of a comic
! weekly. He had made a big trip in
j the Slskiyous with no weapon save a
; nickel plated miner’s pick,
j “Have you seen much game?” I
! asked.
| “None a t all,” he replied in his dry
falsetto.
“No bear!” I exclaimed, knowing he
had come right through Bear Camp.
“Gh, yes,” lie returned, “quite so.
THB KED, WHITE AND BLUE.
Now that you, mention it I dare say
They started for the ship, and those th at is w htteit w ai:- Didn’t occur to
.who were not paddling were shouting me, you know. I was so very angry,
and gesticulating. The entire absence don’t you see, I took no pains to Men.
of any women proclaimed their 'mis tlfy the brute,’.’
sion—they were out to fight. When
“Why, what did he do to you?”
about halfway, to .the ship they ceased
“W hat did he do? Why;' nothing, of
paddling and held & powwow. We course. You see, the little-'beggar ran
made up our minds that they had de and climbed up a stump; f. A nd he
termined on waiting for darkness to wouldn’t come down so I could obtain
help them. J u s t, as the captain was a decent photograph of him. Sat up
ordering the officers to fire our guns there half a day, fifty feet from the
the canoes turned around and started ground. Then his legs got tired hold
for the beach. We at once concluded
ing on, I Imagine, for he started in to
th a t they were returning for- re-en
forcements with which to come back squeal. And, do you know, .the brutemust have given me away, for pretty
after nightfall.
t^ever did human beings pass more soon bis mother, I suppose it was,
anxious hours than those we endured came hurrying up, and I had to clear
Four times as big as he, she was,
th a t evening. While a few kept watch out.
I assure you.”
'
th e others rested by stretching out on
“D idyou run?” I asked, laughing.
the deck, but not to sleep.
“Oh, not at all; hot at all,” said he.
Hark! Were our ears deceiving us?
Could we n e t hear the airs o£*the 0 I4 “But still I thought It best not to re
tune “Yankee Doolie’’—vain illusion. main.” He' paused and stroked hist
Nearer and nearer came the music. stubbly chin reflectively.
“By Jove,” said he finally, “how
I t must surely be the hafluSBatlon of
our wornout, distracted, despairing very Interesting! ^should have thought
to photograph the old one. She looked
Tom’s Weilwisher.
brains.
In a Philadelphia chjb a member was
What was that coming around the quite savage, idon’t you know.”
“Such a picture would have been met not long ago by the announce Aent
point? A bowsprit! A hull! A mast!
unique, to say the lea,st,’U replied.
from a fellow member that a friend
A full rigged ship comes into view!
“Quito sb,” said he. ■S ' *
of both had fallen 111.
Ah, ah!t Surely a fcbid fate had driv
“I understand from the physician,”
en us mad so thaf we shoum be insen
said the first member, “that Tom has
Why She Was Right.
sible to our doom.
Haydn had a peculiar way of deter brain fever. He’ll - recover,, but It’s
Illusion? No. Mad? No.
Thank God! It was a man-of-war, mining the tithe in which a piece $>f thought his mind will be a blank.”
“I tru st the diagnosis is incorrect,”
and from her peak fluttering in the music should be su'iig. On one occasion
clear evening breezes were the red, a female singer in high .esteem: St came in fervent tones from the sec
court had been .appointed to sing, one ond member, “inasmuch as Tom owes
white and blue, of Old Glory., ’:
We were safe., Owing to a depres of Haydn’s Compositions.- At the re me $100.”—Lippincott’s.
sion in the hill at the, back of the point hearsal she and the conductor differed
Enthusiastic Photographer.
the savages had seen the upper yards as to thejtim e of the ‘music. The fla t
F air One’s Father — Why did yon
of the approaching ship, and it was ter was), to be^sejlled by referring it to
th at which decided them to re Hhydn himself. VC’hen^eaHed'oH to daf bring that kodak with you? Poor Lov
effie he tasked jttte condu^tor^ if the er—That I might catch your expres
turn.
sion of astonishment, when I asked you
And what a jolly Fourth we did cele singer was handsome.
i ’Very,” Was the reply, “and a spei ior your daughter’s hand.—Fliegende
brate after all! How we did enjoy
Blatter.
th at dinner prepared by Uncle Sam’s clgl favorite with the prince.”
fT h e n .she Js rightM’ replied Haydn,
cook! How our flagged spirits were
Obeying Papa.
revived by that music, and with What
Occasionally.
Stern Father—Now, now, my boys,
security we went to sleep!
"You must try toi loffc your papa,” quarreling again—and fdr a miserable
said the visitor, “as much as he loves Uttle halfpenny? One of the Boys—
Patriotic Truths.
yqn.”
Well, yon said, father, the less we
It is not all punk that blisters.
: Oh, I love him morel” replied. quarreled about the better!—.London
A wet Fourth makes a lean grave Tommy.
Ttt-Blts.
yard.
"indeed? Doesn’t your papa love
The fool and his digits are soon
you very much?”
Inquisitive.
parted.
Small Boy—Papa, where does leather
“Not-, much. H e says he loves me
The sticks fall alike on the ju st and
come from? Papa—From animals, my
ofily when I’m gaod.”—Exchange.
the u n ju st
iboy, their skins being tanned. Small
A thumb on the hand Is worth two
Classified.
Boy—And does sole leather come from
In the alcohol.
"Pa, Is a vessel 3 boat?”
their souls, papa?—Chicago News.
It Is better to take a dare than to get
^E r—yes; yon toay call i t th a t”
your hand scorched.
"Well, w hat "kind of a boat is a
Difference of Opinion.
Remember that the giant firecracker Wood vessel?” v
K
itty—Mrs.
Carleigh thinks her son
is always just getting ready to go off
“ It’s a lifeboat Now run away to, H arry is the salt of the earth. Janet.
when you bend over it to see w hat is bed.”—Boston T ranscript
—Well, I can’t see why. I think he is
th e matter.
about the freshest thing I ever met.—
Let us, then, be up and shooting, with
Failure aftor long perseverence IS Lippincott’s.
a heart for any fate, lighting fuses
much grander th a n . never to, have a
and then scooting—learn to stand aside st&Vlng go6d enough to be called a
I t takes a great man to make ft good
and wait.—Judge.
failure.—George E lio t , , .
listener.—Helps.

Morristown Trust Co.

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks

Bring Your Feet

J . H . BOLTON,

H.L. N YCE
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IYOD WILL
u
Brownkck’s Store t HAKE NO
MISTAKE II
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l w. p. ra m , 1

added for Collection as per Acrdf Assembly.

WM. Wt. H^GGt^Bd^ftOM,^
Treasurer of MoritgOm^^Jaunty, Pa.
Cpunty Treasurer’s Office,Norristown, P a,
April 28, 1909.
*

E. G. Brownbapk’s Store,
TRAPPE, PA.

31
33

FRANK W. SHALK0F,

S E E D S .
Clover,
Timothy,
Lawn Grass,
Garden and Flower Seeds

(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)

Undertaker > Embalmer

T H E OLD STAND
Established

TRAPPE, PA.

Gboice Bread
AND

G AR D EN TOOLS
OF ALL KINDS.

Poultry and Fence Wire.

Thel.H.BenjaminCo.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
PAINTS, TOOLS, AND
MILL SUPPLIES.

No. 2 0 5 Bridge St.,
PHffiSlXVILLE, PA.
Both ’Phones.

J. P. STETLlft, Manager..

A d vertise Your
Indep end ent.

S ales ' in

the

1875.

Cakes

I will have the asslstanceof Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
IN VARIETY.
expectations of those who will entrust me to
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
serve them.
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
ta f Will meet trains at all Stations. Or Ices. Special attention given to supplying
ders received by telephone or telegraph. -85 Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER.
We promptly obtain U, B. and Foreign

PATENTS

[Send model, sketch or photo of invention for (
r free report on patentability. For free book 1

TRADE-MARKS

[ Patents and*10

C-A-SNDW!

|Opposite. U. S. Patent Office \
W A SH IN G T O N D. O.

83ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Dead Animals Removed
FREE OF CHARGE.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, U-L.

Geo. W . Schweiker,
P R O V ID E N C E S Q U A R E , PA.
YO U R P o ster* P rinted s i
GE T the
Independent Office.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

Collegeville Grist Mills.
We have installed another new 30 H. P. water wheel, and with this additional power
ire propose to do cmr cust.om work at very short notice. We are also equipped now with a
jowerful Cider Prees. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
frial this touting apple season.

Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.
We say high-grade feed because we do not see what is known as the second-grades of
Bran, Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Our customers, who include some
ofthe best experienced dalrvmen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this county, are of the
opinion that the BEST 18 THE CHEAPEST.
Consequently we are governed by their
opinion
Oar Stock Includes:
MAIZELINE,
' VICTOR FEED,
WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
“ ID 5“ MIDDLINGS, "COTTON SEED MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’S GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
SUCRENB,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHUMACHER’S STOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRITS.
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Our prices are POSITIVELY RIOllT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim is to please our customers.

F. J. C L A M E R , Proprietor.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
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One of Our M O D E R N
BA TH -RO O M O U TFITS

T w e e n H a t s FOURTH OF JULY FIRST AID TO
THE INJURED
LEAD in STYLE, made in
Made by J. Moores & Sons,
Denton, England,

H A LF SIZES, and guaranteed
to FIT ALL HEADS without
stretching or padding.

Sold Iby

us exclusively.

Spring H ats
F it A ll Heads
The “Tween Hat” is made
in “tween” sizes— half sizes.
Every head can be fitted, with
out stretching or padding the
hat. It’s the most . comfortable
stiff hat made.

Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a onepiece Enameled Washstand, and Water, Closet
with .Golden Oak-Seat,4 Lid and Tank. All fitted
with Nickel-plated Supply and Water* Pipes,
complete.
Dunlap Hats, $3.50 to $5.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every Stiff Hats, $1.50 to $3.50.
detail and they w ill be shipped subject to the ap
Soft Hats, 50c. to $5.00.
proval of the purchaser before payment is required

«e t
The next morning came. With a sense of
release
Which filled her whole soul with content
ment and peace,
She tossed wax and cotton fa r out of her
sight,
Threw wide doors and windows and gazed
with delight.

H er neighbor, Lick Jones, came and
lounged on her gate.
“Good mornin' 1 How are ye? You’re up
rath er late.
I thought you was sick, ’tw as so sort o
shut up.
Too bad on the boys th et ’are bill they
put up!’*
“W hat bilt?" “Ain’t you heard? T het’s
why ’tw as so still.
They put off the F ourth 'cause the may
or’s so ill.’’
“And didn’t they shoot off the cannon at
all,” {
Cried Polly, am azed; “not a gun, great or
sm all?"
*
“There ain 't been a day as I know on this
year
So dead level still as ’tw as yesterday
here!~
Miss P^lly Wald only: “Well, there! 1 de•* d a re !”
Then slammed to th e door and dropped
Into a chair.
W ith look very sheepish and m anner less
curt,
She thought, “A fter this I won’t cry till
I ’m hurt.’’
—Fannie EL Newberry in Philadelphia
N orth American.

$ 3.50

GEO. F. C LA M E R ,
COLLEGEVILLE. PA,

I-I2 .

UNUSUAL

Carriage and Wagon Buitifing.
Repairing o f -all kind, will be
dene at reasonable prices!
Rubber-Tiring a specialty.
. Havti now. off hand for'sale: 2 runabout
wagons, in good order. ™
■ 1 single phaeton, lust remodeled:
1 2-seated surcex,.ch£ap.
1 spring wagofa, no-tori.
Residence and Shop, Gross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
K. H. GRATER,
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa.
Keystone ’Phone.
Be caretul cot to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
t chance to estimate on your wants. We
ut certain to give you entire satisfaction
a, to the Lumber itself and its delivery.

Collegeville Livery and
Boarding Stable

$ 15.00
Suits that are extraordinary
values and that we believe can
not be matched titider $18.00.
Pure worsted in the new shades,
hand - tailored, non - breakable
fronts, hand-made buttonholes
NO MORE DYNAMITE.
and perfect fitting. Come to
day and inspect this unusual It Is Too Active to Be Perfectly Free
From Danger.
value.
AU the “set pieces” displayed on the

Ve May Save Yon a Dollar or Two, Also,

R . M. R O O T ,

Come and see us.

O . GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,

221 High Street,

-v

PO T T ST O W N , PA.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

’

: THE ENTERPRISE -

IMARBLE M

First-class teams at reasonable prices.
Moving and hauling Of all kinds done, as
I will have the teams to . do the work.
Give me a call.

ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor.

G rra n ite Y V o rk s . When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

H. 2. BRAH DT, J Proprietor.;

R A M BO H O U SE,
(Opposite Court House).

Walnut Street and Seventh

■■■oOo----

Ave., Royersford,Jpa,

X-5§ r" first-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast.

m st - class w o r k ,

lo w pr ic es .

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
-t - T ?

6 0 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE
I.

THE best
m a d e

harness

TO O R D ER .

ta li'
°f harness supplies, saddles,
^ ntp8’ Joots, blankets for summer and
Rip
brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
7 > IRING OF HARNESS a specialty!
to Iwx tnui^raC'e c^ * rs‘
atten-

w . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
N °„R * * S T O W S HER
J « » O K BINDERY'. Bl
i»„ T,,
Perforating, Paging, N’
1
Books for Banks and Bi
>given Special attention. Maj
' G , * 11 . repairing done quick!
Itiresg Fetimatea cheerfully fun
^HfeRALD PUBLISHING COM]
*“b*crlbe for T h e Iu

GHT PAGES, 53 Nos.,

- FURNITURE 8PRING IS- COMING—THE TIME FOR
Ma k in g Changes ' in v? our;.:
HOUSEFURNISHINOS.

—AND—

TRADE MARKS
D esig n s
C opyrig hts A c .
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain oqr opinion free whether an
inventtoht Is probably patentable. Communichtlons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents^
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cireolation of any soientlflo Journal. Term
I _ ■s, $3
__a
year;; four month
months^ $L Sold byaU newsdealers.

MUNN
SCO. 361 Broadway, ngton,
Newton
Branch Office. 625 F St* Washington,
D. C.
AU kinds of Job Print
ing tastefully executed at the
Independent Office at reasona
ble prices, -TYou patronage-will
be appreciated.

5

T h e f ir s t tb iu g to d e c id e , is :

' “Where will 1 purchase ?”
Before making your choice..it will.be to
your advantage .to call and examine stock
..., u - T
.
and cequfe prices at

The Cohegeie Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure, to- SHOW
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of ail gradea of

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock. :

Fourth—fiery portraits of George
Washington and spirited spark pic
tures of the “boys of ’T6”—are made
in America. An eastern firm once
made up some “giant” firecrackers,
using a tiny quantity «f dynamite for
the explosive.
Dynamite sends as much force down
ward i*5 upward when it explodes, and
whenever one of the firecrackers was
exploded a little bole was bored in the
ground. The young son of the presi
dent of the company which manufac
tured them set one "off while it was
lying on one of the stone slabs of the
sieps leading to his house. The slab
was shattered, and the dynamite fire
crackers; were taken from the market.
The most delicate and altogether
wonderful fireworks are the bombs
made by the Japanese to be exploded
In th? daytime. Those bombs, are some
times spherical' In shape and some
times cylindrical, and occasionally the
two forms are .combined in a cylinder
with a hall at one end.
Fired from steel mortars, the bombs
explode in midair. After, the smoke
has cleared away a figure of some sort'
goes floating off in the’upper air. Two'
enormous dragons twist and turn, as
ip mortal combat, until S t George ip
the guise of their own fiery tongues
bids theyn-. begone, and they vanish in
a puff of, smoke. Perhaps the Japanese
goddess’ Of mirth hilariously waves a
little three cornered flag with a square
hole in it and smiles benignly down
until she has Sailed away out of sight.
The combinations produced in these
day fireworks are almost endless.

Cafpets, Mattings; fOlf Cloths and Lin
oleums.
Fourth of July Dialogue.
Wilfred McGonigle—Say,, Spectacles,
Picture Frames made to order.’
didjer hav enny firewoiks on de
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
FoUrt’?
•Edwin Bostonbeeus—Most assuredly,
Repairing and upbdlstering attended to
promptly.
and among the heterogeneous collection
I had 'some elongated circular paste
board tubes that emitted varicolored
spheres. *
Wilfred McGonigle—Say. dem’s Ro
man candles yer mean, ain’t dey?
Edwin .Bostonbeens—Precisely, and
then I hfid other cylindrical pyrotech
nics with- cone shaped apexes which,
upon being ignited, sailed with velocity,
toward the empyrean regions and—
Wilfred McGonigle—Can’t yer say
skyrockets? Den wot?
Edwin Bostonbeens—Then I had va
riegated Spheroids that revolved in
cessantly, with celerity discharging
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive fiery asterisks that split into diverging
lines as they saliied into the atmos
the most careful and painstaking attention.
phere. You may rest assured that I
enjoyed those effulgent phenomena.
Wilfred MrGpnigjjg—
-^Ij£e jjlpjyhpeis
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. myself. Did yer hav’ enny red lights
’P honb No. 18.
a or green lights?
Edwin Bostonbeens—Not th at I am
J6F*The I ndependent ’s e ig h t phgfeg cognizant of, but we had several dem
contain local and g en eral h e w s,a g ri onstrations of radium and helium.
Wilfred McGonigle—Say, Specsy,
cu ltu ral notes, sh o rt' sto ries and
in te re stin g m iscellaneous. read in g let’s set a match to some of dem words
m atter. ’ A copy e v e ry week for 52 Und see if dat lankwidje don’t explode.
—New York Tribune.
weetes, $1.00'.

Undertaker ** Embalmer
John L. Bechtel,

WAKINGUPWILLIAM
Hfs Wily Wife Finally Got What
She Was After.

ERE are some of the things
which every mother should IT WAS A WELL PLAYED GAME
have at hand on the Fourth;
A poreelain or agate pitcher
and basin, a package of absorbent William Was a Little Slow, but When
the Lady’s Trump Card. Was Played
cotton and one of iodoform gauze,
He Said Just What She Wanted Him
some safety pins, a carbonic solution,
a solution1 of linseed oil and limewato Say From the Very Start.
ter, a solntion of boric acid# antiseptic
“William,” said Mrs. Gilmartin, bend
soap, flaxseed for poultices and a sur
geon’s probe. The carbolic solution is ing over the sewing in her lap, “what
known as the “2 per cefct.” a teaspoon do you think we’d better have Thurs
ful of carbolic acid to a pint of water. day night when the Fritehards come?”
Mr, Gilmartin lowered his paper an
The boric solntion calls for a teaspoon
ful of the acid to a glass of warm wa instant and stared across the table a t
her.
ter.
The simplest form of injury from --‘‘Have?’! he said. “Why, I suppose
fireworks is the burn. Cover the burn we’ll have a couple of games of cinch
If a t all severe wfih a solution of lin and a lot of foolish talk, as usual.”
“I mean what will we have to eat—
seed oil and limewaljar and swathe in
antiseptic gauze. Simple remedies for stupid!” explained his wife. “You
burns from punk and matches, of know they always have a little lunch
which children acquire a goodly num when we go-over to their place.”
“Oh, to eat!” echoed Gilmartin, re
ber -on the Fourth, are white of egg,
wfeich ,covers the burn like mucilage suming his newspaper. “Why, have
and keeps out the air, and common whatever you like. I don’t care.”
Mrs. .(i.iljnartin, glghed,and, patted" the
baking soda in tbe proportion of one
tablespoonful of soda to half a glass sewing on her knee after taking a fur
tive glance a t her engrossed husband.
of wafer. Cover with gauze.
“That’s easy enough to say,” she ob
Another very common accident on
Independence day is the explosion or served, “but I w ant to talk to you
shooting; of powder into the face.1Do about it. This is important. Do help
not allow the boy to pick this powder me out. Will,”-., she added- “I’ve
out for himself, but send him at once thought until I’m dizzy, arid nothing
to a surgeon after bathing the face- SCemS; quite the thing.”
“H-m-m!” said Gilmartin, frowning
with earbdlic solution and covering it
with antiseptic gauze. This does not at the wall paper and trying to think.
relieve tlie pain or remove the powdert “Why* I; should thiuS—ef—almost anybut it does prevent small, dirty bands , .thing, would; do that’Sr-er—nice-r-whatfrom carrying poisonous matter into ever they usually have, you know,” he
a d d e d 1rather helplessly. “Go ahead
torn pores.
When the powder is blown Into the and get up a pice little supper, You
eyes and the injury seems slight do know *how-. And he calmly resumed
not touch with the fingers, but have KIs1newspaper.
“But this i s ’different, deaf,” persist
the patient bathe the eyeballs with the
solution of boric acid, one tablespoon ed M rs,, Gilmartin, puckering her
ful of geid to a glass of Warm water. brows and Iter sewing in her agitation.
This will prevent bloodshot, but the “This is Mrs. Pritchard’s birthday,
invited,, them, tp. celebrate 11
patient should be taken at one© to. an ariol
oculist or. if one calnnot be found, to a with us weeks and weeks ago. You
regular surgeon.
knofyi she’s such a stickler for haying
When the explosion tears open the ev etj'th tn g . just right. .I’m worried
fleshy part of the hand the home nurse sick.”
“What is there to worry about?” demust exercise her. utmost skill and pa
tience. The patient will demand im manejed her husband, looking over the
mediate relief—something “to make top"' of the paper In surprise. “I sup
him feei better”—but here she' takes pose the Pritchards Cat about the same
her first step to ward off lockjaw. sort o f; things the,, rest of us do. I
Tbe wound must not be touched save never saw much difference the few
with stertljzed implements' and fab times we h ad 'a bite with them. They
rics. Place the agate basin over thq aren’t, any better than we are, as far
gas flame and throw into the water as I can see. I guess what’s good
the prohe with which you expect to enough for us is "good enough for A!
take out the offending piece of wad Pritchard and-his wife.’’- •
ding.
Mrs. Gilmartin heaved another rath
Turn back your sleeves and wash er pathetic sigh arid said: “It Isn’t the
your hands thoroughly in antiseptic actual food I ’m worrying about and
soap and w ater as hot as you can bear whether it will be, as you say, good
It and thereafter toUch nothing With enough for them. T hat’s silly. But it’s
yonr hands except antiseptic articles
the selection of a little, menu for a
Have some one remove the agate pan birthday party and the table decora
from the gas stove after the water in tions and the’ lights and—and every
it has boiled five minutes and both thing,” : she added. ‘^Mrs. Pritchard
water and probe are absolutely asep says it’s the little things that show the
tic. Remove the wadding from the clever housekeeper.”
wound with the probe and bathe the
Thefe was silence for a few mo
wound with the sterilized w ater and a ments, and then Mrs. Gilmartin ven
carbolic solution In the proportions tured a suggestion: •
given above. Use absorbent antisep
“Creamed oysters are nice,” she said.
tic cotton, and each time you-.
. .-“Um-Iium,”. .breathed .the head of the
through with a piece of the cotton house absently. “What was that?” he
throw it away, but do not lay it back demanded; turning suodenly. “I didn’t
in the water.
hear.” . ..
a’K w ffeil •
Wrap in iodoform gauze and leave
said creamed oysters ar$ nice,”.re
the rest to the surgeon. Linseed oil peated M rs. Gilmartih.
and lime water will relieve the pain;
J^vtoe!;; Of course they , are!” he de
but; not being purely aseptic, they car clared with "enthusiasm. “All right.
ry danger with relief. Cleanliness and Let’s' have creamed oysters,” and he
freedom from death dealing germs are diY<s4 into tito stock market reports.
more important at this stage of the
“Well, you don’t imagine we can
proceedings than relief from pain.
make a whole birthday-" suppef off
creamed oysters, do you?” demanded
An Object Lesson.
Mrs. Gilmartin indignantly.; “There
“People are careless," said the man must lie a lot of other thirigs though,
with the big firecracker in bis band. of. Mrs. Pritchard says it’s ju st these
“If they would exercise common sense little affairs .that bring out real tact
w ew ould bear'less of accidents on the and’good taste'”'
“Oh, bother Mrs. Pritchard!” snapFourth.” v Tr
He touched the lighted end .of his .pefLGUuuo’t h i .. .
cigar to the fuse and resumed:
“Why, WHIT said his wife mildly.
;riThere is no danger lit the use of “I ’m afraid you’re out of sorts this
fireworks if those 1who handle them evening,,and I,did want to have a nice
thin k 'o f the risk they are running. 1 long talk about this little supper, be
have shot off firecrackers since I was cause so much depends on it.” old . enough to strike a match and
“I beg your pardon,” said her hus
never even got a finger burned.”
band contritely,' laying “down his paA smile of recollection came Upon per.- “I didn’Umean to be cross. Now,
his face and.be dropped his hand idly What Will we- have after the creamed
to his side while he said:
oysters?’*
“I remember once when my Uncle
“Y-Suppose a1chicken salad or some
Thomas, cam© to. our bouse, on the thing like, that would be ,all right,”
Fourth. I was a small boy at the time, said 'Mrs. Gilmartin rather doubtfully,
but I recall distinctly th at We had an “knd we ought “to have a stuffed toold toy cannon, and Uncle Thomas in naato^,, although that seems awfully
sisted upon telling ns boys how to fire common and ordinary for a birthday
it. Well, sir,’ he”—
party. You know the- Pritchard's al
Whack! .Bang! Wow!
ways! ?turn the whole thing over to
Without apologizing for his haste the Robbem, who has that caterer’s place
man, who had held the firecracker, rar near th e m ,' wfehever' they have anyte a drug store, leaving his friend mus thfffg' sort'df'ffhrnfai—a bifthday or a
ing upon the necessity of being" careful. holiday party like this, you know.”
“ What do We want of a caterer to
Ready For the Fourth.
get; up suppeT for four people?” de
Blow the fife and, beat the drum s’!
manded Mr. Gilmartin. “You can get
The nation’s glorious birthday comes.
away-with it In"great shape with Hilda
Land of .the brave, home of the free.
to help you out.”
Won’t we celebrate? flully gee!
“ Qh, I didn’t mean for us to get Rob
We've been ready a week or more.
bem, ” she said, glancing a t him from
Mother’s laid in a double store—
beneath her lashes. “I was just telling
Arnica!, bandages, Oil and lotions, T
P laster and pills, and soothing potions.
you how easy it is for them. Mrs.
Everywhere th at a fellow turns
Pritchard says it’s absurd for people
He trips on something th a t’s good for
tb go to the expense of hiring a caterer
burns.
Mother says with pride th a t we
for a i small affair unless they have
Are the readiest patriots you could see.
plenty of money.”
Father’s bought crutches and wooden legs.
Mr. Gilmartin stood up and took a
Some of his children must lose their pegs.
turn across the floor.
P ut legs are trifles, says dad, says he.
“Oh. she does, does she?” be said
When lost in the cause of liberty.
deflhhtiy] “ts that So? Well, you just
And as for a finger, ear or eye.
They're' nothing a t all on the Fourth of go.over to Robbem’s tomorrow and put
July.
the whole thing in his hands and quit
Granddad is ready, too, you bet,
worrying. 1 guess we can stand for it
With everything th at ft’s wise 'to gret—
about'as easily'as A1 Pritefaard can.”
Double insurance—o,ur house is wood—
Mrs. Gilmartin dropped her sewing
A feute little monument; all to the good,
to ■the floor with a delightful Little
To. place o'er, the one whose happy lot
May lead to rest in our burial plot.
squeal, ran around the table and threw
H e's old; is granddad, but never says die,
boto jarms around his neck,
Except, of course, on the Fourth of July.
“Oh, yon old dear,’’ stie cooed, “that’s
Blow the flfq and bang the. druni.Just what I wanted jteu to say all
Light tlie fuse and let ’er come!
along r —Chicago Inter Ocean..
—New York American-
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Thursday, July 1, 1909.
T h e Lumber Trust, the Sugar Trust,
and the Steel T rust appear to have a consid
erable number of IT* S. Senators in a position
where they can be of most efficient service to
th e Trusts.

I f the Republican party is dead in love
with the farmers perhaps the refusal of R e 
publican U. S. Senators to put agricultural
implements on the free list was intended to
make the farmers more faithful by chastening
th em ! Eh ?
T he Secretary of the Treasury, Mr.
MaeVeagb, refuses to carry into effect an
act of Congress authorizing various increases
in the salaries of customs officials, as long as
there is a deficit in the Treasury. That’s
business of the right kind.
T h e Philadelphia and Gulf Steamship
Company is. gettin g larger cargoes with each
successive sailing going south or coming
Dorth. This revival of direct trade between
Philadelphia and New Orleans harks back to
the old days before the civil war and the
competition of railroads.
F r om the Springfield Republican: Mr.
Bryan lost the last Presidential election, but
so far bis platform seem s to have won over
th at of Mr. Taft. At least four States have
adopted th e: bank deposit guaranty policy,
while postal savings banks have made ho
progress; and President Taft now stands
with both feet on the individual income tax
plank of the Bryan party.
E d it o r Wo o d m a n se e takes rather a
cynical attitude toward the recent hubub in
Lansdale, anent the Sunday closing law in
general and Editor Harvey in particular; the
inference protruding that the B urgess of that
town (who has again changed his mind and
will continue in office,) had undertaken too
much of a job; “ bitten off more than he could
chew.” It was Editor Woodmansee’s oppor
tunity and be took advantage of it.
D u r h a m , the Republican organization
leader of Philadelphia for a .number of years,
died at Atlantic City Monday afternoon. It
would perhaps b e a difficult matter to deter
mine the value of his life in its relation to the
best and most abiding interests of humanity.
It is pretty clear, however, that his influence
as it affected the public in his later years was
the logical product of contemporaneous politi
cal conditions.
Political conditions main
tained by big popular majorities are fre
quently corrupt.
F r om the Philadelphia Record: The
proposition to put the greater part of our
battleships in cold storage until such time as
they may be needed for offensive or defensive
adventure is worth considering. The cost of
maintenance of a fully armed, munition, vic
tualed and planned war vessel is something
staggering. And, what’s the use? They can
all find fresh water harborage at League
Island, and such needed care as will keep
them available for quick service at a negligi
ble rate of expenditure, thus saving millions
of dollars to the Federal Treasury.
F rom the New York Tribune: N o duty
levied by the Dingley law is less defensible
on grounds of rational protection than the
duty on bides. The domestic supply of hides
is inadequate. Moreover, the hides produced
here do not enter into direct competition with
the thicker foreign hides needed by the
American manufacturer. There is no occa
sion for trying to develop the hide industry
here, for hides are a by-product and cattle
are not raised chiefly for the purpose of sell
ing their skins. The value of the skin is an
incident. No general benefit results from
taxing all hides entering this country, and
thus increasing the cost of the manufacture
of shoes. But universal benefit would result
from giving the shoe manufacturer an oppor
tunity to g et his raw material cheaper. He
would then ask less protection for him self
and be enabled to sell his output at lower
figures.

F r om the Doylestown Intelligencer: “ A
decision handed down by Judge Weand, of
Montgomery county, a few days ago, is of
general interest. It was pertaining to the
ease of Joseph Pecola, who was accidentally
killed while at work at some iron mill. The
The Judge said: ‘There appears to- be an
opinion on the part of some one that an in
quest is necessary in every case of accidental
death. This is not the law. An inquest is
held to secure information and develop evi
dence in case of death resulting from felony
or criminal negligence. Where it appears
that death was caused by disease Or by negli
gence of the deceased or was purely acci
dental the coroner has no jurisdiction.’ This
is an important decision and it should be pub
lished far and wide, inasmuch as it corrects
some of the erroneous view s that prevail in
many localities where inquests are held in al
most every case, evidently in ignorance of
what the law really is.”
C o n g r e s s has agreed on a bill appropri
ating $10,000,000 for taking the thirteenth
census. This involves the paying out of
about tw elve cents per head as a starter in
the work of enumeration. There has been
hesitation about the action of Congress grow
ing out of a determined effort to make clean
work of the census-taking, which has in the
past been largely given over to political job
bery. As a result there will be competitive
examinations of all persons employed, under
the direction of the Civil Service Commission.
Only one person in each family will be ad
mitted to employment. This provision is
made to apply to all branches of the service
as a preventive of the customary .nepotism.
A geographical apportionment is .also pro
vided for. Perhaps the most important pro
vision in the bill is that requiring that all ex
aminations of applicants for offices shall be
conducted in the States in which the appli
cants live, and that a person taking the exam
ination must have lived in the State at least
a year.
T h e approach of another national anni
versary day should stimulate thought relat
ing to the tremendous importance and signifi
cance of human liberty—not the liberty of
license, but that liberty and freedom which
encourage the individual to exert—without
proscription and hindrance — the greatest
amount of rational, moral, and material effort
for the common good of the individual and of
all; that liberty which in sists upon unfettered
thought, upon sincere inquiry in every fealm
of human investigation, and the unhampered
expression of opinions based upon the knowl
edge acquired. True American patriotism is
that influence whieb leads the people along
lines of thoughtful, rightful action in determ
ining public questions affecting every com
munity and the nation as a whole. The
highest possible form of patriotism is not as
sociated with the destructive power of gun
powder, but it is in harmony with Reason,
Justice, R ight—the only safeguards of human
liberty in existence. Every pernicious influ
ence, even though exerted under the guise of
patriotism, weakens the government of, for
and by the people. The patriotism that
sanctions unjust taxation, that favors special
interests, that encourages the imposition of
unequal burdens and fosters the selfish in
terests of the few to the detriment of the
masses, is a form of patriotism that reeks
with festering rottenness. The patriotism
that causes the expenditure of millions upon
millions of dollars annually in maintaining
great warships for dress parades and vain
glorious exhibitions of national power is the
patriotism of barbarism, the patriotism that
invites the destruction of human lives and
the cultivation of the spirit of murder, of the
spirit of conquest for territory and glory
without regard to R ight or Justice. True
patriotism comprehends the discharge of all
the duties of good citizenship that arise from
the natural relationships existing between
the members of Society; the duties that must
be faithfully performed if the common good
of all is to be secured and maintained. This
is the kind of patriotism that makes for na
tional honor and integrity, and the protection
of every individual in his or her just liberties
and rights.

Hot Weather Time for
ALDRICH ASSAILS
INCOME TAX D R E S S G O O D S
Says It is Meant as a Rebuke
to the Supreme Court.

IS AT HAND.
; We ha\e them in very dressy sorts at prices that will make them sell
readily.

Serpentine Crepe

LIVELY DEBATE IN THE SENATE
Rhode Island Senator Declares He
Favors the Corporation Tax as a
Means of Dsfeating the Income Tax.
Bailey Charges Aldrich With Pre
senting a Subterfuge.

Lawns—Colored

18o. a yard, in black aud white dots,
lavender, pink and blue stripes. These
are very serviceable as they require no
ironing.

FIGURED AND STRIPED. 10c., 72Jfo
and 18c. The finest and largest stock in,
town: Every woman who. has an eyefor value will need some of these.

Mercerized Linen

Elastic Belts

Brown, blue and gray with black
stripes, 35 cents a yard.

with latest gilt buckles. Regular so*
kind, 37c. special.

Washington, June 80.—The income
tax and the proposed tax on corpora
tions formed the subject of a lively
debate in the senate, Senator Aldrich,
Here and be sure of style and service. All goods of best materials.
in reply to questions, admitting that
he favored the tax on corporations as
Traveling B a g s SI to $15.
a means of defeating the income tax.
This admission, coming from the
Suit C ase s SI to $10.
chairman of the committee on finance,
stirred up the Democarts.
Senator Clay, of Georgia, started
the trouble. He paid his respects to
the chairman of the committee on
finance, recalling that at the beginning
of the session Mr. Aldrich had told
the senate and the country that the
tariff bill he was then reporting would
raise sufficient revenues t& sustain the
N O R R I S T O W N . p>q.
government. If Mr. Aldrich’s state
ment was true, and still holds true
now, Mr. Clay wanted to be Informed
whether Senator Aldrich would not
Spring and Summer HATS
consent to again turning to a revision
of the tariff in order to reduce reve
AND CAPS.
nues from th at source which, it was
admitted, would now be yielded by
NOBBY CAPS in all colors—Golf, Yacht and Eaton Stylesthe tax on corporations. In the course
25 and 50 Cents.
of debate Senator Aldrich made the
ctartUnc statem ent th at the proposal
of an Income tax was intended as &
rebuke to t i e supreme court of the
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stone1
United States. He declared emphati
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
cally th at the Bailey Income tax
amendment was held to he unconstitu
tional by the most thoughtful people.
"Not the most thoughtful people,"
exclaimed Senator Bailey, “but the
10-11.
38 3. Main Street; Norristown, Pa.
least thoughtful.”
Another statem ent made by Sena
tor Aldrich attracted attention. The
W H EN YOU WAN IT TO BUT
tax on corporations was proposed as a
O R S E L L R E A L ESTATE
temporary measure, he said. It would
it is an easy matter to inquire of us ami
raise revenues to meet deficiencies
we will certainly be pleased to give your
th at were generally admitted would
Is the foundation of success and suc inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
exist for the next few years. “The tax
cess makes for contentment. The succeed in doing business with you tbs
act may then be repealed when it has
loss is ours, not yours.
served its purpose," he said.
smallest measure of success is always
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
The Democratic senators kept driv
preferable
to
no
success,
and
a
small
' 39 E. Main Street,
ing it home th at Senator Aldrich had
Norristown, Pt,
admitted th at he favored the new tax
beginning
merely as a means of defeating the in
come tax measure.
"Then this' proposition about Income X3ST S - A - Y T I l S r O - S
before the senate Is a subterfuge,”
What a Saving
Is one step in a safe direction.
said Mr. Bailey.
“It is not a subterfuge,” returned
In the Penn Trust
3 PER CENT, paid en Time De
Mr. Aldrich.
posits.
“If ft Is not a subterfuge In view of
Will Do For You.
the statem ent of the senator from
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts
Rhode Island that he favored It as a
at the
means of side-tracking the income tax
I t will provide capital to start in busi
then I need a new dictionary,” re
ness.
torted Senator Bailey.
I t will pave the way towards securing
r TRIES NEW AEROPLANE
a home.
Patronage solicited and appreciated.
It will provide a fund for educating
Wrights G(t New Machine In the Air
Courteous treatment to all and
After Three Unsuccessful Efforts.
your children.
Washingt9 n, June 30.—After making
painstaking care in giving patrons
It
will
accumulate a reserve fund for
three unsuccessful efforts to get his
hard times or old age..
the best service.
new aeroplane into the air, Orville
Wright made a short flight, encircling
It is better than endowment insurance,
the Port Meyer aerodrome. Lack of
producing larger .profits, costing
power, due to a loose spark control,
less, and can be realized in cash at
was finally determined upon by the
any time, with interest a t THREE
two W rights as the cause for the re
fusal of the machine to fly for more
PER CENT, for every day.
than a few hundred feet beyond the
end of the starting r%il.
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S^rendlinger's

1

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles **$3.00

T r a c e y , : t h e H atter,

T H R IF T

Account
Co.

Whether for THE BRIDE;
“

TRIED TO WRECK PAY TRAIN
Boy Placed Spikes on Track Near
Frackvllle, Pa.
Pottsville, Pa., June 30.—Charged
with attempting to wreck the Phila
delphia A Reading railway pay train
between Frackvllle and W etberill
junction, Harold Gunnery, aged four
teen years, was held in heavy bail
here. It is alleged the boy placed two
spikes on the track, but they were
split by another train.
Deserted Wife Awarded Estate.
Scranton. Pa., June 80.—By a court
decree in Youngstown, O., Mrs. Sarah
D. Arnold, of West Scranton, Is the
legal widow of the late A. A. Arnold,
and entitled to hig estate, estimated at
$50,000. Arnold left here about ten
years ago with Annie pingman. The
latter, however, cays she and Arnold
were legally married. They had three
children, and she sought to get the
•state left by Arnold. The m atter was
contested by Mrs. Sarah D, Arnold on
the ground th at there was no divorce.

“ The Graduate.

The anniversary or whatever the ob
servance, you will find this store just
the ideal place to get gifts that please.
One part of your pleasure will he in
seeing such a beautiful assortment to
choose from; another part will he the
satisfaction you’ll experience in sav
ing some money through having made
the purchase here at home.

J. D. SALLADE,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

16 E. Main Street,

NORRISTOWN.
Opposite Public Square.

Automobile Painting
and Repairing

Government Calls For $25,000,000.
Washington, June 30.—A call on na AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF
tional depositary banks for a return
CARRIAGES for sale a t reasonable
to the treasury of government funds
prices, including one new surrey.
aggregating approximately $25,000,000
was made by Secretary of the Treas
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150
ury MacVeagh. Of this amount $9,000,000 have been ealled for. July 15 and upward. Pianos for rent.
$15,000,000 for August 16.

General Cosby Kills Himself.
Oakland, Cal., June 30. — General
George B. Coshy, sixty-nine years old,
a native of Kentucky, one of the few
S tate H ealth Commissioner D ixon is out with a surviving brigadiers of the Confeder
bulletin to mothers in Pennsylvania advising them to ate army, committed suicide by inhalgas.

take no chances with their wounded children on the
Stuart Reappoints Grooips.
Fourth. He says: “Send for a physician at once, and
Harrisburg, Pa., June 80.—Governor
in the meantime wash out the wounds carefully with
reappointed Captain John C.
hot water that has been boiled aDd apply some disin Btuart
Groosne, of Rosemont, as superintenfecting solution.’’
Aeat of the state police.

PENN TRUST CO,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Kuhnfs Bakery,
ColleKevllle, I’8,
First - Class Bread,
Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc. *
ICE CREAM—ALA, FLAVORS. I aD
thankful to the public for patronage i*
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
the same.
CHARLES KUHKT.
T ^ A V I O C U L P , JR .,

Blacksmith and H o rsesh o er
a t the old stand on Main Street,
----ville, near Perkiomen Bridge
All. . _ i„
of blacksmithing done, Horseshoeing
specialty.

Insure Your Horses^

against loss by death from disease or
denttnihe L O WE R PROVIDE*®*
LIVE STOCK INSURANCE u
HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa. MUTUAL
Full amount of appraisement paid W8e
occurs.
„
I. Z. REINER, President.
jP E L L STOCK OF
JOHN W. BARRY, Sec’y, Esglevtll®WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, A udubonAppraisers!
THEO. DETWILER, EaglevtUe ;
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No ROBISON, CollegevUle; W. E- EM*tions are being closed out at greatly re Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, «
duced prices.
Penn St., Norristown.

Gents1 Furnishing Goods,

Mr6. Frances Barrett’s,
M a in S t ., N ea b S t a t io n ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

A dvertise Y an r
In dep end ent,

Sale*

Ik*

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

M
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F
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WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRI8TOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
|«ou are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
LjU keep you dry In a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

ZE3I- G I L B E R T ,
132 WEST MAIM STREET,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

10-18 .

-----OUR-------

IMADE-TO-ORMR SUITS
F o r M en an d B oys
|_ire giving excellent satisfaction to many of our patrons between Allen
town and Philadelphia. WHY?
[Because the cloths and cassimeres in the suits we make must be up
|to tbe best standards of excellence. Because the suits are tailored in
(style and fit just right. Because every customer gets the lowest possible
■price consistent with good goods and good tailoring.
THAT’S WHY ! We are serving others. Let us serve you.

iKUIrP & MOYER, GRATERFORD, PA.
Dealers in STORE GOODS of Every Description.
JJT STANDARD AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES FROM 120 to *40.
.
Farms, residences, hotels, building
F
Isltes—all locations, prices and terms.
o r m ale

■Also a number of houses in Norristown,
^Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
THOS. B. WILSON,
(845.
Eagleville, Pa.

[ HENRY G. F L Y ,
(Successor to J. R. Christman,)

W e have quite a number
of Inquiries
FOR FARMS !
If you wish to sell send
us word,
GOTWALS & BEYER,
56 E. Main 8t

NORRI8TOWN. PA.

CR A TERSFO RD . PA.
BEEF, v e a l ,
MUTTON,
PORK, and

Cement, Brick and Tile Works,

all hinds o f

ROYERSFORD, PA.

Dressed
P o u ltr y .
(Smved in COLLEGE VILLE every Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
I pay 7J£c. per pound for veal calves and
"te. extra for delivery.
A. MOONEY,
( f o r m e r l y o r N o r r i s t o w n ,)

Blacksmith Horseshoer
GRATERFORD, PA.
[Shoeing of road and track horses a
[specialty. First-class new and repair
irork in all branches of blacksmithing, at
popular prices.
[ Your patronage solicited.

FOR

FRESH GOODS
—GO TO—

Odd Fellows* Hall
Grocery.
Try Onr Coffees,
Canned Goods,
Dried Frnits
and Confectionery.

Daniel H. Bartman,
COJLLEGEVILLE, FA.
Dally and Sunday Papers.

IHORACE STORB
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Manufacturer and Dealer in All
Kinds of AMERICAN and
FOREIGN

^lso Old Granite Work Cleaned
to Look Like New.
J ' raSh^M^,t,^ent^on given to cleaning
fcll kinds n
?
Tablets, Copings ana
T owlone <Uae!«etery work no matter of
peel. w?t, dinS or bow badly discol[heir O r i e t n o t o restore them to
file Granite '>r4^ tness without injuring
r

K E Y S T O N E

P o *ters P rin ted •<

n ’“dependent Office.

PRICE LIST.
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 2}4 cents per foot.
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, 8 -cents per foot.
“
“
...8 . “
12
“
«?
“
»• 10 <> 20 “
“ “
“
“ 15 “ 40
.•/ “ “
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 10 cents a
piece.
Building Brick. *8 and *12 per 1000.
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail,
25c. a piece.
Water Troughs, *1.00 per foot..
Lawn Vases, *8.00 each.
Sidewalk Slabs, lOoentsper square foot.
Doorsteps and Sills, 25 cents per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, *1.60 per bar
rel net.
Circulars free.
Bell Phone 4-Y.
Why Men Wesrr Trousers.
No living man of this age ever de
liberately chose to “adopt trousers.”
He was forced Into them and all other
eccentricities of dress by woman. In
the very earliest sartorial experience
of every man he is swathed in a queer
bundle of Incoherent bandages by a
woman. Later she puts him into cute
little dresses so th at the neighbors
can’t tell him from his little sister.
Still later she cuts off his curls and
puts him into knickerbockers, and he
puts on “long pants” when she gives
the word and not before. That Is all
th a t man has to do or ever had to do
w ith wearing trousers. Woman forced
him into them in the first place, and
now he is afraid to wear anything else
fo r fear of making a sensation.—Provi
dence Journal.

ROLE OF THE C0C0ANUT.
The Staff of Life to the Natives of
Sea Washed Island.
It is more than a coincidence that
the tree which furnishes a greater
amount of available material to man
than any other in the vast kingdom of
vegetables is the first to spring up on
the hare rocks of the newly arisen
coral reef. The cocoanut, so formed
th a t it may have floated halfway across
the Pacific, is thus universally distrib
uted throughout tropical islands.
. I t thrives best near the sea, seldom
penetrating far into the interior. Its
hard shell is a coat of mall for the em
bryo plant, enabling it to stand hard
usage for a protracted period and
locking up securely the precious life
in miniature.
The fibrous husk which envelops it
and is seldom seen on the market on
account of the greatly increased bulk
breaks- the ja r which would be inevi
table should the hard nut fall unpro
tected from the tall tree to the ground
sixty or ninety feet below.
Such a blow would scarcely fail to
break the shell, occasioning the loss of
the nourishing milk so necessary to
the germ. The outer husk not only
breaks the jar of a fall, but buoys it
up on the water, while the touglf outer
cuticle is waterproof.
Thus is the tree which offers to man
almost in the raw state all his neces
sities! freely scattered where the warm
seas and their borders offer a footing,
and from it the humble native secures
sugar, milk, butter, wine, vinegar, oil,
candles, soap', cups, ladles, cordage,
matting, thatch for roof and material
for raiment, combining food, clothing
and shelter in a single gift, continually
making waste places habitable.—New
in .

BLACKMAIL WAS
CAUSE OF MURDER

tion naa ceasea
(n/tne nrst neigubor happened in utid discovered the
tragedy.

Seventeen Dead In Mine Blast.
As the result of an explosion of gas
in mine No. 4 of the Lackawanna Coal
and Coke company at Wehrun, Pa.,
near Pittsburg, seventeen miners were
killed and sixteen were injured. With
the exception of one those killed were
foreigners. With few exceptions those
Injured were Americans. It was stated
all would probably recover.
Superintendent A. M. Johnson stated
that while the mine has always been
regarded as non-gaseous the explo
sion was due to the ignition of a
pocket of gas by the open lamp of a
miner.
The mine has only been operating
Authorities Believe That Mrs. Wqpdill
Threatened to Expose Eastman, and two days each week, Tuesday and Fri
day. Those in the mine had. entered
In Fear of Serving a Prison Term the shaft for their daily allowance of
coal for family use.
He Killed Her.

TYPHOID MART
WANTS LIRERTY

Jury Renders Compromise Ver
dict in Woodill Crima

Woman Said to Breed Typbos
Germs Gets Out Writ.

KNEW OF HER PAST LIFE

ISOLATED FOR TWO YEARS

W ith the compromise verdict of the
coroner’s jury at SL Michaels, Md.,
th at Robert E. Eastman either killed
her or was an accessory to the mur
der of Edith May Woodill, and the
declaration of State’s Attorney Taylor
th at he was through with the case, the
strange dual tragedy which has for
nearly a week focussed the eyes of
the entire country upon this little out
of (he way hamlet §f Maryland’s
famous eastern shore became a closed
Incident.
Four of the twelve jurors who lis
tened to the testimony at the reopened
Inquest refused to sign the verdict
until the words “or accessory to the
crime” were added to the draft which,
approved by the majority, bluntly ac
cused Eastman of the murder. None of
the four dissenting jurymen would
■ay th at any other person than Bastman was responsible far the girl’s
death. They merely wished to proteet,
they said, against the manner in which
the Inquiry was conducted, declaring
th a t much available evidence was not
adduced.
There was no evidence to show that
anyone but Eastman and his victim
were In the bungalow.
And the. final theory of the authori
ties is this:
That Eastman was in need of mon
ey; th at he probably had been getting
money from Mrs. Woodill for some
time; th at he undoubtedly knew some
thing of her past life, and that he had
been blackmailing her; th at he . a t 
tempted to continue this practice and
that the woman rebelled, Intimating
th at she, too, had found out certain
things about Eastman, and that if
driven to It would expose him.
Eastm an’s dread of serving a term
in the penitentiary is well known. His
wife has said that he told her he would
rather commit suicide than be con
fined In prison. The pawning of the
jewelry the authorities set down to
the desire of Eastman to get away.
When cornered the man decided that
his race had been run and that he had
better make an end to it all. As to
why Mrs. Woodill went to the bunga
low there was no evidence.
Letter 'r ells of Alleged Orgy.
A letter found upon Eastman’s body,
addressed to Miss Vinnie Bradcome in
New York, gave Eastman’s ill-sustain
ed excuse for the crime. It was a
rambling account of how he had been
out in a launch with a party’ of men
and women, all of whom had been
drinking to excess with the exception
of himself and Mrs. Woodill; of how
one of the women in a fit of jealous
frenzy had attacked Mrs. Woodill with
a wine bott’e and killed her; how the
remainder of the party had taken to
flight, leaving him to dispose of the
body, and how as a means of escape
from all of his troubles the writer had
decided to end his life. Eastman
asked Miss Bradcome to hurry to
Maryland to take charge of his body
and his property. Miss Bradcome is
Eastm an’s ’rife. They were married
in 1908, and lived together only a
week.

Mrs. Gould Gets Her Decree.
After a trial which lasted nearly
three weeks In New York, Mrs. Kath
erine Clemmons Gould has obtained a
legal separation from her husband,
Howard Gould, third son of the late
Jay Gould, by a decision of Justice
Dowling in the supreme court. With
the exception of alimony, her victory
was complete, but in this phase of
the case the court decided that *38,000
a year was sufficient, although In her
suit Mrs. Gould asked for $250,000.
She had been receiving *25.000 a year
from Mr. Gould, so th at the amount
fixed by the court is but a slight in
crease compared with the amount
sued for.

NEW CLUE TO LEON LING
Police Search North Jersey Towns For
Elsie Sigel’s Slayer.
New York, June 30.—Leon Ling,
wanted for the murder of Elsie Sigel,
will be under arrest before the closo
of another day, if any credence can
be placed in the latest police informar
tion.
The Chinaman has been seen la
Hackensack and Passaic within the
last forty-eight, hours, and a small
army of detectives, commanded by In-

Experts Say 8he Is the Most Remark
able of the Fever Bacilli Carriers In
Country and Will Have t<? Remain
a Prisoner All Her Life Unless Court
Frees Her.

New York, June 30.—After being
kept a prisoner in quarantine on North
Brother island for two years, though
not committed by a court, Mary Mallon, a cook, was produced before Su
preme Court Justice Giegerlch on a
writ of habeas corpus in ’ the hope of
regaining her liljerty.
The woman, who is Jgraown to the
health department as Typhoid Mary,
declared through her lattryer th at she
was illegally deprived of her liberty.
In opposing her application the
health department alleged th at Mary
had become a menace to every person
with whom she came In contact, as,
while herself immune, she had the
power of communicating typhoid fever
Mine Worker Murdered For Pay.
to others, involuntarily, however.
Patrick Grant, aged thirty-five years,
The cook stated that she had been
was murdered on the outskirts of Ms- treated on North Brother Island like
hanoy City, Pa., while on his way home a leper and had been compelled to oc
from work. His pay, which he received cupy a house by herself, her only com
at the mines, is missing. Two stab panion being a dog.
wounds in the back of his head and a
Dr. William H. Parks, of the "health
fractured skull told the story of his department, says that Mary is one of
tragis death.
more than two score persons in this
Miners passing that way saw Grant country who are known as typhus
lying on the ground helpless and bleed bacilli carriers and th at her case is
ing to death. He was hurried to the tbe most remarkable of alL
Ashland hospital, but died on the
The germs are supposed to lodge in
train before reaching there.' Several the gall bladder and to be carried
men hare been arrested by the po from there by the bile. Meanwhile
lice on suspicion.
new germs are taking the place of
those th at are carried away.
Pillow Smothers Baby.
The expert declares th at every ef
Smothered to death between two fort has been made to cure Mary, who
pillows was the fate of Louise, the is a remarkably healthy looking wo
twelve-months-old baby, of Herman man, but, according to Dr. Parks, with
Cunningham, of Danville, Va. The out avail. He believes that, unless
mother placed the sleeping ghild in a the court orders, otherwise, she Will
bed while she attended to her usual have to remain on North Brother
island all her life.
household duties.
The baby was sleeping between two
pillows, across which was suspended
MRS. TUCKER DIVORCED
a mosquito net. Mrs. Cunningham re
turned to the room an hour later and General Logan’s Daughter Secures
was horrified to find that one of the
Decree on Grounds of Desertion.
pillows, which had been elevated, had
Chicago, June 30.—Mary Elizabeth
toppled over and th at the baby was (Dolly Logan) Tucker obtained a di
dead.
voree from Colonel William F. Tucker,
Big Snake Killed by Train.
The biggest snake ever seen In
the vicinity of'W illiamsport, Pa., out
side of a cage was cut into three
pieces by a train at Utceter. It was of
the black species. The pieces were
placed end to end and the snake meas
ured 14 feet, 7 inches. One day last
week trackmen saw the reptile going
through a hay field, its head raised
two .feet above tbe grass.
Pin Prick Causes Death.
Picking up a little child playing in
the street on his way home from his
work at Pottsville, Pa., James Wentzell, aged thirty-eight years, a Phila
delphia & Reading fireman, living in
a suburb of this place, pricked a finger
of his left hand on a stickpin In her
dress. Blood poisoning resulted. Sur
geons could not allay the poison’s pro
gress and death resulted.

Motor Cyclist Killed.
While he was returning from At
MRS. MARY LOGAN TUCKER.
lantic City on a motor cycle, Fred
Setter,, aged twenty years, of Vineland, U. S. A., retired, on grounds of de
Israel Durham Dies Suddenly.
N. J., collided with an Atlantic City sertion. Alimony was settled pri
Israel W. Durham, Pennsylvania express train near Mays Landing. N. vately. Colonel Tucker did not con
state senator from the Second Phila J., and was instantly killed. His body test. Mrs. Tucker was permitted to
delphia district and former Republican was picked up by the crew of another resume her maiden name. The only
leader of Philadelphia, died at his cot train and removed to an undertaker’s witnesses were Mrs. Tucker and her
mother, widow of General John A.
tage, 211 Pacific avenue, Atlantic City. at Mays Landing.
Logan.
Death was due to Bright’s disease.
The end came in an uraem ic' con Murdered While Kneeling In Prayer.
vulsion, and It is thought that Mr.
While J. E. Moser, aged forty-seven,
CUT IN HALF BY TRAIN
Durham’s death was indirectly due to was kneeling in prayer in church near
the intense heat, of which he had com Chicot, Tex., Roy E. Burnham, aged Reading Brakeman Meets Horrible
plained recently.
nineteen, his son-in-law, rose in his
Death at Cressona.
Shortly after talking over the tede- pew and fired three shots at Moser,
Pottsville, Pa., June 30.—James
phone with friends in Philadelphia killing him Instantly. Burnham’s wife, Faust, a Philadelphia & Reading rail
Mr. Durham uttered a low moan, his who had recently left him, was beside way brakeman at Cressona, was liter
face paled and he tried to stagger to her father when the shooting took ally cut in half when he attempted to
his feet. In an instant Mrs. Johnson, place.
cross over a moving freight train.
his sister, was at his side. She put
He fell between the first car, and the
her arms around her brother and cried Thrust Head Through Glass to Kiss. locomotive and the wheels of the car
In her anxiety to kiss her husband passed over his body.
out to him to speak. Durham tried
to say something, but his frame shook, farewell a t the Charleroi station, near
with what Dr. W alter A. Hickman, Pittsburg, Pa., Mrs. Marie Antonio,
Whisky Kills Five-Year-Old Boy.
who was summoned several moments of California, neglected to take the
Reading, Pa., June 30.—While his
car
window
into
account
and
thrust
later, said was a uraemic convulsion.
mother thought he was playing in the
her
head
through
the
glass.
She
was
j
With his sister supporting him. Sena
yard, five-year-old Matthew Amorosa,
to r Durham died without uttering a severely gashed on the neck and is son of Dennis Amorosa, of this city,
not expected to survive.
single word.
explored the contents of a closet, in
Mr. Durham was fifty-four years old
which he found a bottle of whisky.
Coloring
of
Stocking
Kills
Woman.
and a bachelor. He was born in Phil
The little fellow drank.the liquor and
Mrs.
Phoebe
Clayton,
of
Freehold.
i
adelphia.
N. J., a widow, thirty years old, Is dead in a short time became ill. He opened
a t Long Branch of blood poisoning a window in the rear of the house and
Hanged Self Before Helpless Husband caused by dye in her stocking. Her j fell out, landing on his head and frac
Deprived of the use of his limbs by leg was broken in an accident, and ; turing his skull. He died before a
hospital was reached.
paralysis, John Bennett was compelled some of the dye got into a wound. !
to witness in helpless terror the de The amputation of her right leg failed j To Exclude Negro Firemen by Law.
liberate suicide of his wife in Chi to save her.
Atlanta. Ga.. June 30.—A bill to ex
cago. Unable to move a finger, he
Farmer Killed Mowing Grass.
clude negroes from employment as
was able to shout, but none heard his
While Herbert B. Loose, twenty-four firemen and trainmen In this state is
cries.
years of age, a farmer of near Ham
Mrs. Bennett calmly placed a chair burg, Pa., was mowing grass with a being prepared by a committee repre
senting the firemen and train of the
under a gas jet near her invalid hus machine, bis horses ran away. His Georgia railroad. The bill will be pre
band’s bed, and to the fixture tied a arms and body were so badly lacerat
sented to the Georgia legislature, now
rope. Unheeding her husband’s fran ed that he bled to death.
In session.
tic screams, she affixed the noose and
kicked the chair from under her feet.
Bull Fighter Killed.
Murderer Hanged.
There she hung until life was extinct,
Alfredo Sanchez, a bull fighter, was
Emporium, Pa., June 30.—Joseph
her husband at last exhausted by -his killed at the bull ring in Mexico City, Pagano, convicted of the murder of
cries, dumbly following with his eyes Mex., by a bull that knocked Sanchez John Kibe, whom he shot on Novem
the slow turning of her form as the down and hooked one horn into his ber 26 last year, was hanged in the
rope twisted and untwisted. This mo body, penetrating a lung.
county jail here.

LEON LING.
speetor McCafferty has formed a
dragnet in all outlying Ne,w Jersey
towns that will make escape almost
impossible.
This Information—the most definite
of any since the young Chinaman
dropped out of sight, June 10—was
brought to police -'headquarters by
members of his own race who are anx
ious to earn the cumulative reward
of *2000 offered for his arrest. Quan
Wick Nam, the old Interpreter, whose
services have already, been of Inesti
mable value, appeareqgjafter a mysteri
ous absence of two daTA

JACK BLACKBURN
GETS FIFTEEN YEARS
Colored Pugilist Pleads Guilt)
to Murder Charge.
Philadelphia, June 30.—Jack Black
burn, the colored lightweight pugilist,
who was on trial, charged with the
murder of Alonzo Polk, another col
ored man, last January, changed his
plea to one of guilty. He was sentenc
ed to fifteen years' imprisonment. His
sentence dates from his commitment
last January, and with good behavior
he con secure his freedom in a little
more than eight years.
Polk’s wife and Maud Pillson, a
white woman who lived with Black
burn, were having an altercation when
the two men arrived home in a cab.
Polk interfered, and Blackburn, it is
claimed, drew a revolver and fired sev
eral shots, fatally wounding Polk and
hitting Mrs. Polk in the back. She
recovered.

INSECT

BITES

FATAL

Drugs

Given to Relieve Suffering
Causes Death.
Greenfield, Ind., June 30.—Burleigh
Hill died of chigoe bites and drugs ad
ministered to relieve his sufferings.
With his wife. Hill spent Sunday in a
grove, and Tuesday suffered all day
with chigoes, the suffering becoming
unbearable toward evening. Drugs
were given to him, and the man went
into convulsions and died. Chigoe is
an insect of the flea family.

BRANDENBURG IS ACQUITTED
Then Arrested on Charge of Kidnap
ping His Stepson.
New York, June 30.—Broughton
Brandenburg was acquitted on the
charge of grand larceny growing out
of the sale to the New York Times of
an article purporting to have been
signed by Grover Cleveland.
He was at once arrested on a charge
of kidnapping his stepson, James She
pard Cabanne In St. Louis.
Bolt Smashes “ R at;” Woman Unhurt.
8eranton, Pa., June 30.—Mrs. Sarah
Hughes, while walking along th9
street experienced a sudden blinding
flash, a heavy dull sensation and a
sense of bewilderment. When she had
taken mental and physical inventory
she found th at aside from a badly
smashed “ra t” worn to bolster up her
pompadour she was unhurt A light
ning bolt had struck the much-abused
animal and had reduced It to a use
less corpse.
Mayor Busse Operated Upon.
Chicago, June 30.—Mayor Fred A.
Busse'was operated upon for appendi
citis in a hospital. He was taken sud
denly 111 In his office. His condition
indicates th at the operation was suc
cessful.
Mistook Poison For Ginger.
Fredericksburg, Va., June 30.—An
drew J. Ball, of Weems, Lancaster
county, through mistake, took a swal
low of carbolic acid, which he thought
was Jamaica ginger, and died from
the effects in a few hours.
Noted Woman Lawyer Dead.
Philadelphia, June 30.—Mrs. Carrie
Burnham Kilgore, the first woman to
be admitted to practice law in Penn
sylvania, died in Swarthmore. She was
a familiar figure in Philadelphia
oAurta and had a, larera sra c tln .

FARM AND GARDEN.

8

WIND AND WAVES.

PLOWING BY STEAM.

LESSONS IN HONEY CULTURE
Mating Queen* With Baby Hives.
Suggestions For Apiarists.
There is a , g reat difference in the
surface storing abilities of the colonids
in an apiary. Some colonies .are dis
appointing. After an apiarist has the
desired number of colonies, swarming
generally is suppressed as much as

BA BY H IY B S .IN T H E BBANCHES.

possible. Get the “star” coldnies to
swarm; so that the queen cells can :be
saved and the queens introduced into
poor colonies. Such queens must first
have mated, and th at requires extra
hives. -If the queen ceHs are allowed
to hatch inside of cages, these virgin
queens may be fertilized "by only a
handful o f bees In suitable'small'hives.
Use small frames of such size that
four wilK fit tbto a regular brood
frame. The minjature hived will hold
two frames. A three-eighths inch
hole is boted a t the bottom ;.of one end
of the baby hive to serve as an en-

HOMS. O F T H E B A B T B E E S.

Machines Turning Up Prairie Soil by
Day and .Night.
Climb the courthouse tower in
Faulkton, S. D., ariy of these spring
nights after the long Dakota evening
has settled ’nto dusk and you will see
a puzzling sight, if you are a stranger.
As far as you can see through the
thin, clear atmosphere, of the sunshine
state you will discover lights, all mov
ing slowly but steadily In straight
lines. This spectacle has to do with
the filling of the nation’s bread basket
or the production of Its supply of lin
seed oil. It teils the first chapter bf
the story that ends with the grain
elevator in the harvest days, for every
one of the moylng lights belongs to
a plow, or, rather, to a set of plows,
and With ea'ch Outfit is a steam trac
tion engine. • Bight, twelve, sixteen,
even twenty plows trail the powerful
engine as It moves deliberately across
the prairie. Horses cannot wbrk twen
ty rfpjir hours a day, but Iron and steel
need ,no regt Men can take rest by
working In shifty.
Take put ypur watch and see how
long it takes the outfit to overturn
an acre of sod, I t should not exceed
ten minutes.»To plow the same amount
of ground the old fashioned single
plow. and. the put; of date team of
horses must travel s(x or seven miles,
according to the w idth of the plow. A
few days ago a farm er driving two
rigs o f , twelve plows each broke a
full . quarter section in three hours
over two days.
If thp qwney of the land is in a par
ticular burry to ,get In his crops be
will hitch seders behind the plows
and harrow*3 behind the seeders, .and
when .the traction engine has made
the distance be need do no more with
his ,crog> until be drives Into It with
hjs b l n q t f t . i i s s i a i L v d ewied » u u
In Lyman county it is estimated that
at leapt,a, hundred steam and gasoline
Plowing.outfits are at.w ork, .and tjiere
are nqt less than thirty In Faulk coun
ty. In thp state,not less than a thou
sand of tiiese steam power rigs have
been making .^heir way back and forth
across tbs prairie land. This is equiv
alent to saying th at they aye producing 25,000 acres of plowed land every
day..' , L...
...
■ The man who. buys ylrgln soil In
Faulk or a similar county in South
Dakota doesn’t , move on to his land
and bring a meager outfit pf horses
and machinery with which to till it.
He stays on the old farm farther east
or in his town house and hires the
owner of a steam plow to. break his
land, seed It with flax and harrow it.
Flax nets the seller an average of
$1 a bushel, and it, yields about fifteer
bushels to the acre-as a rule. That
means a gross revenne of $15 an acre.
The man who does the plowing charges
$3.50 an acre, making for himself
about $90 a day as long as the season
lasts. Other expenses should not ex
ceed $3.50 an acre, so th at the owner
is pretty sore to realize $8 an acre
from his land without moving on It or
Investing a dollar In buildings, or ma
chinery or live ftgck. Flax Is the
usual first year crop.
•
,

A Gale’s Action Upon Water, Desert
Sand and Prairie Snow.
, There are, wind waves in the water,
sand and snow.. The great sea waves
are produced at th at part of a cyclone
where the direction of the wind coin
cides With the direction of advance of
tbe depression. Along this line of ad
vance the waves in their progress are,
accompanied by a strong wind blowing
across their ridges as long as tbe a t
mospheric depression is maintained.
So the waves are developed until they
become steep. The average height in
feet is about half the -velocity of the
wind in miles.
A.‘ wind of fifty-two miles an hour
gives waves of an average height- of
twenty-six feet, although individual
waves will attain a height Of forty
feet. The prevailing wind In a ll longi
tudes is westerly, so wherever a west
erly wind ’"springs- up It finds ^a long
westerly! swell, the effect of a? previous
wind still running, and the principal
effect of the- new ly-bom wind is toincrease the steepness "of the already
running long swell so' as to i form
majestic storm waves, w hich‘'Some
times attain a length of 1,200 feet
from'Crest 'to crest. The longest swellfe'
due to wind are almost invisible dur
ing storms, for they are masked by
the shorter and Steeper waves, but
they emerge into view after or beyond
the storin.
The action of the wind to drift dry
sand in a procession of waves is seen
in the deserts. As th e : sand Waves'
cannot travel by gravitation, their
movements are entirely controlled by
the wind, and they are therefore much
simpler and more regular in form ahd
movement than ocean waves, Ih their
greatest "heights of several handled
feet the former become: more 'CdtnpHsx
owing to the partial consolidation' of
the lOwer layers o f sand b y ' pressure,
but they still have th e characteristic’
wave features.
In the ’WThblpeg p rairies'o f Canfiqa
fieshly fallen snow Is drifted by wind'
In a procCssion o f Regular waves, pro-1
gressfrtg with a visible and ghostlike
motion. They are similar to ’d e s^ t
sand WaVbs, but less than half1 as
steep, the wave length being fifty
times as great as the height The
flatness of Ahe wind formed snow
waves affords a valuable indication" of
the great distance to which hills shel
ter from the Wind.—Chicago Tribune.'

trance for the bees. The cover Work3
with leather hinges.
The frames are filled by cutting
pieces of worker comb to fit Into them.
When four of the little frames $ave
been wedged into a regular brood
frame they are hung in an upper story
to. be filled with honey-.
r "To stock the little 'hives with bees
smoke wellj preferably, the bees of, a
Cat and Hawk Proof Coop.
qneenless colony and get them to fill
Coops for little chickens similar to
themselves with honey. After the
bees are well subdued shake them info the one herewith illustrated are much
a small box or basket. Then dip about In favor with careful poultry raisers.
a teacupful of bees and empty Into One of the main advantages of this
each little hive. Quickly turn down chop or those of a similar pattern is
the cover. The small entrances should 'that the chickens within are safe from
already have been closed, so the bees
T~
will be Imprisoned. Leave them five
or six houri, then pull out the plug
and smoke well again. TJsfe a little to
bacco in the smoker. Then run In a
five or six day old virgin queen, blow
ing some smoke after her. Leave the
HOME FOB TH E CHICKS.
bees imprisoned another twenty-four hawks and cats. In addition^' loss
hours, then pull out the t>lug.
from straying is also made impossible.
l i t h e weather is favorable Hie queen T he coopis are made without ti. bottom
will commence to lay in a few days. and should not be allowed to remain
The bees will kill the queens, h'6‘ mat in one place tod long. 11 thought ad
ter how much yon smoke them. If’ot visable a floor may, be put In tbe
this reason it Is better to brush out all coop. , The part inclosed by the net
of the bees from jthe little hives and ting should be floorless tp stimulate.
restock them the same as a t the start. the chicks -to hunt and scratch f c
On account of the few bees the baby food, A fine poultry netting is much
hives- are t liable to be robbed out -if preferable to window screening.
precautions are not taken. .Have the
little hives scattered, among shrubs
Apples With Peaches.
and bushes or perched in trees anc
The plan of setting peach trees
always place them a way off from the
among the apple trees in starting an
main apiary.
orchard Is well liked by some growers.
The peach trees gradually die out and
F
Crop Conditions May 1, 1909.
The crop reporting board of the bu leave tbe entire orchard to the apples
reau of statistics, United States de as soon as they need the space. The
partm ent of agriculture, estimates peach trees Interfere somewhat wjth
from the reports of correspondents spraying the, apple trees. The apples
and agents of .the bureau as follows: : are set the ordinary distance and a
On Hay 1 the area of winter wheat row of peach trees between. Some
to be harvested was about 27,871,000 times peach trees are also set between
acres, or 2,478,000 acres (8.1 per cent) the apple trees in the row. Other
less than the area harvested in 1908 growers set twice as many apple trees
and 2,163,000 acres (7.2 per cent) less in ,th e row as they will need and cut
than the area sown last fall, 30,034,000 oat every other tree as soon as the
acres, which Includes 150,000 acres of space is needed. The Wealthy apple
winter wheat sown in Montana not in Is one of the best varieties to set in
places where the tree is to be re
cluded In the December estimate,
i The average condition of winter, moved. I t is a very early bearer and
wheat on May 1 w a s:83.5 compared of salable quality.
with 82.2 on April 1, 89 on May 1,
Culture of .the Orchard,
1908, and 86 the average for the past
Cultivation of the orchard is mainly
ten years on Mpy 1. *,;HUg
The- average, condition of,. ry e ,, on 'for conserving soil moisture. If cnltiMay 1 was. 88.1 compared with 87.2 on vation is begun early in the season
April 1, 90.3 on May 1, 1908, and 89,1 and continued till midsummer, growth
the average for the past ten years .on of wood will be stimulated and fruit
developed. Less molstule in late sum
May V.
H,
The average condition of meadow mer and early fan is desired, so that
(hay) lands on May 1 was 84.5 com wood will properly develop and hard
pared with 93.5 on M ay 1, 1908, and a en to be able to stand the cold of tbe
following winter. Arrange to cultivate
ten year average on May 1 of .89.5.
The average condition 6t pastures: tbe orchard early in the summer and
on May 1 was 80.1 compared with 92.6 have the soU in good fix for sowing tc,
in May 1,-1908, and a ten year average rye or other cover crop- toward the
last of summer. The cover crop will
on May 1 of 88.
Of spring plowing 64.1 per cent was afford some good winter pasture an d .
completed up to May 1 compared with wUl keep hilly land from , washing
66.6 per cent on May 1,1908, and a ten away.
year average on May 1 of 05.4: per
cent
Clever Pasture.
A big clover patch pays for pasture.
■ Of spring planting 51.9 per cent was
completed np to May 1 compared With I f It overruns it can be made Into hay.
54.7 per cent and 47 per cent on May Clover pasture la a great thing to
make nark.
1. 1908 and 1907 respectively.

TOO GOOD TO BE W ELL

W eitzenkorns’ Sem i-A nnual Clearance
^
IM IE IE P S

SALE OF ^

J^JS T JD

Y O T J T H S 7
This great sale, which has been a semi-annual event at the Wqitaenkofn Store for
the past 14 years, is always hailfed with enthusiasm by the gae,n folks,, of this vailey.
W e are now disposing of , all our SUMMER SUITS at a sacrifice so as to open the i
season with new goods. This July there is no exception; the qualities are better, and'
the variety o f patterns that we have to offer will please every taste. Sizes to fit legu-:
lars, extra sizes, stout and slim men.

W e have divided our SUMMEIUSUITS into FOUR; L O T S:

Our
Our
Our
Our

$10.00
$15.00
$18.00
$ 2 2 .0 0

and $12.00 S u its a t $6.66
S u its at
:
: , : $9.66
and $ 2 0 .0 0 S u its at $12.66
and $ 2 5 .0 0 S u its at $14.66

The original price tags remain on the garments and you can see how much you are
really saving on your purchase^ If you are not in need of a suit at the present time ftjj
will pay you to buy ahead for next Spring. No man or young man should ignore this*
opportunity;

■Q&ET Boys’ and Children’s Suits Reduced Just One-Quarter.

gPgl

Sale Begins July 1st, and Continues During the Entire Month.

WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.
NO CAR FARE PAID ON REDUCED SUITS.

I U O n p VALLEY
F if e In su r a n c e Co.
P E MKo futual
M on tgom ery C ounty.

N O N E B E T T E R THANl
TH E BEST.

Incorporated May 18, 1871.

A London Hospital Doctor’s Hurry
Patient From the Outside.
The accident bell at the door of the
hospital clangs, and the next moment
an agitated parent is seen running
down the passage with a child tucked
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $13,000,000.
under the arm, Its bare legs streaming
behind It in the wind of its mother’s
rapidity.
“W hat’s the matter, missis? Has she Oflice o f tbe Company t
swallowed some poison?”
C O LLE6EV ILLE, PA.
"No, sir; It ain’t that,” she. pants,
“but I’m that scared I don’t know
A. D. FETTEROLF, 8 b c b e t a r t
’ardly which way to turn.”
“Well, b u t what’s happened? Has
H. W. KRATZ, President,
shg hurt herself?”
"No, sir, and ’er father 'e’s th at u p 
Norristown, Pa.
set ’e couldn't do nothink, else I ain’t
used to running like that, and ’0’d ’ave
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
brought ’er up, but ’e says as ’ow ’e
daren’t touch ’er, and I’ve run all the day of each week ; also every evening.
way, and me ’eart”—
“Come, now, missis, just tell me
quietly' what’s the m atter with the
child ”
The patient, a pretty little thing of
four, looks inquiringly a t her alarmed
Here is what you need.
parent. There seems to be little the
m atter with her.
There is no time like the
“It’s all very well yer a-slttln’ there
and a-tellin* of me to be quiet,” cries present to assure -yourself of
the mother. “I f yer ’ad children 'of
yer own yer wouldn’t like ter see ’em good crops for the future, es
die afore
eyes. Oh, dear) oh, dear, pecially as your prosperity is
and there ain’t only two more and the
measured by the crops you pro
baby!” ; *'
The doctor In despair examines the
......
little girl, bat fails to discover any duce.,. bbue *»K.........
thing wrong. “Now; look here,” sayS
There is only one way .to as
be firmly, “I can’t find anything'the
m atter with your child, so you’ll have sure bounteous crops;, and that
to go away unless you tell me why you
Is by using sufficient plant food.
brought her np to the hospital.v ‘W ell, doctor, we was all a-havln' I f your manure does not reach,
our ted a minute ago as it might be.
and ’er father was eatin’ a nice bit' of you cannot afford to buy stable
tripe as was Over from dinner when manure; it is too expensive.
Susy, this one I ’ave with me, says as
’ow she loved God and was goln’ to You should therefore use the
’eaving when he doled. What!” In
tones of horror. “Ain’t yer going to best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
give ’er no medicine?”—Cornhill Maga tainable.
zine.

And They Can Always be Found Here

Insures Against Fire and Storm.

FARM ERS,

Our goods are sold entirely

His Lucky Coin.
In one o f ' his Hibbert lectures Max on their own merits, and where
Muller said to the Students:-“Many of once used, always used.
yon, I suspect, carry a halfpenny with
a hcfle in it for luck. I am not asham
W e guarantee the different
ed to own th at I have1done so myself
for ttiany years.” The Case was'Cited grades to be in perfect mechani
by him in bis lecture as an illustration
df “survivals” frotn primeval fetich- cal condition, and to produce
ism, but on his own accbuUt Max MU11* results.
ler confessed th at when sometimes be
had left home without this halfpenny
A fair trial will convince.
talisman be felt “very uncomfortable”,
until bis safe return.
Manufactured by JACOB

N e w

S p r i n g and S u m m e r

MS H O E S I
Reasonably Priced, prevail in our splen
didly stocked departments for

Men, Women, Boys and Children!
Girls’ serviceable School Shoes, well,
wearing soles, 85c., $1.00, $1.25.
Boys’ strong School Shoes, $1.00, $1.25,
and $1.50.
Men’s Dress Shoes', Box Calf, Vici Kid
and Shining Leathers, $2.00, $2.50, $300.
Weitzenkorn’s Foremost Shoes, $3.00,
$3.5d, and $4.00, guaranteed to wear.

Important

Women’s Solid Everyday Shoes, $1.8
and $1.50.
Ladies’ Wool-lined Shoes, 75c., 93c.,
and $1.25.
Ladies! Dress Shoes, $1.25, $1.50, alL|
styles.
Ladies’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $2.00, |
$2.50 and $3.00. All leathers and styles.

N o t i c e . “ “ Tiie “ R e d .c r o s s ” S b o e sfo r Ladiesi

is sold exclusively by us. I t bends with tbe foot. Comfort and wearI
guaranteed.

W E IT ZE N K O R N ’S;
fUSF* POTTSTOWN^ LARGEST SHOE STORE.

||

_

USE

CTT3L^BE3.T’S -----

DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel-troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Gents a Box. :

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

C ULB ER T’S DRUG STORE
GOLLEGEVILLE, PA.

C jO L L E G E V I L L E

Marble and Granite Worts,

H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
Woman the Waitress.
TRINLEY,' Linfield, Montgom
“A, woman,” remarked the jylse
widow, “is always waiting for a htis- ery County, Pa.;, and for sale
All kinds of- Cemetery Work in Plain
band.”
.
o!
“How do you figure th at out?” qUe-’ by
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
ried the interested spinster.
H.
T.
HUNSICKER,
“If she Isn’t married,” answered the
anteed. Estimates furnished.
w. w„ “she Is waiting to get one, and
Ironbridge, Pa.
If ghe is -she’s waiting for him t
M ain St. Collegeville.
J. K. CLEMMEK A SOS,
come home,”-rChicago News.
Spring Mount, Pa.
His Finish.
■
’FRANK BARSI)’!’,
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class a d v e r ts
"Did you ever complete your educa
drees
Lane,
Pa.
tion?”
ing medium in the middle section of M ontgomery I
“No; my wife did.”—Houston Post.
BILLE648S A KRAUSE,
, . Pennsburg, Pa. county. If you have anything to sell—no matter |
Cruelly Frank.
YHo—How is it you are always out JOHN H. FAKISGER,
w hat—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper*
when I call? She—Ju st luck.—Life.
R. D. No. 2, Norristown, Pa.

